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Preface

Any oral and written text can be considered literature in the broadest sense of the word, and

Buddhist texts are no exception. The literary quality of Buddhist texts is intimately integrated with

Buddhist moral and religious teachings, and it ultimately serves soteriological goals. The literary

quality also varies with genre: Pali Theravāda texts are simple and pure in style, whereas Mahāyāna

texts are often magnificent and sumptuous. Among the most stylistically unique genres are jātaka

and apadāna stories, the Buddha’s biographies, hagiographies, and various secular forms of literature

influenced by Buddhism, including poetry, novels, theatres, admonitory tracks (quanshi wen 勸世文),

folk songs, popular sermons (sujiang俗講), and song-tales (baojuan寶卷). Each of these genres possess

unique charms in their narrative styles, and if we further consider the narrative techniques and

literary tropes and styles employed by Buddhists in India, Japan, the Korean Peninsula, Mongolia,

and Tibet, then Buddhist literature reveals an even more astonishing degree of stylistic diversity.

Buddhist influences in East and South Asian literature are first and foremost observable in the

many Buddhist themes, motifs, and personalities that occupy the secular stories, while Buddhist

philosophy also became seamlessly integrated with all kinds of literary genres. For instance, the

theatre piece Dou’e yuan 竇娥冤 [The Injustice to Dou E] and the novel Honglou meng 紅樓夢 [The

Dream of Red Mansions] both contain the Buddhist notion of karmic retribution. In terms of narrative

style, Buddhism is at its most innovative in its interaction with the general population. Ever since it

spread to China, Buddhism has been adapted into many popular forms of communication, including

sūtra-copying, singsong sermons (changdao 唱導), popular sermons, and transformation tableaus

(bianwen變文). These popular mediums began to be adopted by monks who wandered and preached

in the countryside, and they also became present during feasts and dharma-assemblies, thus greatly

facilitating Buddhism’s spread in China.

Buddhist narratives have their own inherent logics. Buddhist logics (Skt. Hetuvidyā; Ch.

yinming 因明) originated in India and serve deductive and dialectical purposes. They also imply

uniquely Buddhist epistemology, phenomenology and hermeneutics. Buddhist logics grapple with

the doctrinal issues at the heart of Buddhism, acting both as tools for philosophical queries and as

guiding principles for progressing through the stages of Buddhist praxis. These multivalent functions

of Buddhist logics also mean that they have profoundly influenced Buddhist narrative literature.

The Buddhist doctrine of ‘emptiness’ instilled in East Asian literati a penchant to view life

as ephemeral and impermanent, and it has been silently transforming East Asian aesthetics since

medieval times. For instance, the Mādhyamika view on the mindmatter relationship, as well as the

Chan/Zen view on nature (which was influenced by the Mādhyamika philosophy), instigated the

uniquely Chinese notion of jingjie 境界 (‘realm’). Additionally, the Buddhist emphasis on spiritual

attainments has also enriched the literary and aesthetic concept of shen神 (lit. ‘spirit’; ‘mysterious,’

‘unthinkable’) that has been developing since the Six Dynasties (222-589), while the idea of ‘sudden

enlightenment’ and ‘inspiration’ espoused by the Chan tradition propelled the Chinese aesthetic

emphasis on jingjie and enticed many literati to pursue mystical experiences that are of a ‘taste beyond

taste’味外味.

In order to provide a comprehensive exploration of Buddhist narrative literature (and of the

causallogical issues associated with it) in the context of the larger Buddhist traditions of various

regions, two partner universities of the Glorisun Global Network for the Studies of Buddhism—the

Research Center for Buddhist Texts and Art at Peking University and the University of British

Columbia (UBC)—jointly organized an international conference, “‘Thus Have I Heard’: Patterns and

ix



Logics in Buddhist Narrative Literature” (“如是我聞”：佛教敘事範式與邏輯) between November 25

and 27, 2022. Originally planned to be held in a hybrid online and offline format, the conference was

eventually changed to exclusively online completely due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The conference was embraced with enthusiasm by scholars at home and abroad, with a total

of 43 papers being received. In addition to the keynote speeches delivered by three prestigious

scholars—Professor Victor Mair of Pennsylvania University, Professor Wang Bangwei 王邦維

of Peking University, and Professor Monika Zin of Leipzig University, papers presented to the

conference were presented and discussed in the following 11 panels (https://glorisunglobalnetwork.

org/thus-have-i-heard-schedule/):

1. Rehearse the “Heard”既聞再問；

2. Speaking of the Buddha: Stories and Images說佛畫佛；

3. Media, Metaphor and Message媒介、譬喻、與訊息

4. Stories of Theories道其不可道：佛教敘述對佛教理論的表現；

5. “Thus I have Heard” vs. “Once upon a Future Time”既聞未聞、融鑄古今：佛教敘述的時空穿

越；

6. Balls across the Board (and Borders)含英咀華、和光同塵：佛教敘述的普適性；

7. Renderings Gendered女身成佛，頓悟性別？；

8. Logic and Trans-logic: Tension of Words and Silence in Buddhist Narratives淵默雷聲、心行處

滅：佛教敘述中的語默張力；

9. Narrative Genres敘述體裁；

10. Poem and Prose for Praising歌辭交贊；

11. When the Mobile Meets with the Immobile: Text and Image for Buddhist Narratives動靜會合、

多維激揚：佛教敘述中的文本與圖像。

During the conference, panelists received constructive feedback and, through the intense

discussions, gained many new insights and ideas about Buddhist narratives that affected their own

thoughts on the topic . Within a few months after the conference, most of the scholars submitted

revised versions of their papers to the conference organizers. After further selection and editing,

some of these papers have been published in Special Issues of journals:

1. The English-language Special Issue ”Buddhist Narrative Literature” is from the journal Religions

(https://www.mdpi.com/journal/religions/special issues/X39021C84T), which includes 14

papers originally submitted to the conference;

2. Some of the conference papers have been published in the Hualin International Journal

of Buddhist Studies (in English), which is open access (https://glorisunglobalnetwork.org/

hualin-international-journal-of-buddhist-studies/e-journal/);

3. Additionally, its sister journal, Hualin guoji Foxue xuekan 華 林 國 際 佛 學 學 刊

[International Journal of Buddhist Studies] (in Chinese), is open access as well (https://

glorisunglobalnetwork.org/chin-hijbs/e-journal/?lang=zh-hant);

4. Whose Stories: Interdisciplinary and Multisourced Approaches to Buddhist Narratives. Hualin Series on

Buddhist Studies 8. Edited by Ru Zhan and Jinhua Chen. Singapore: World Scholastic Publishers,

2023.

5. Rushi wowen: Fojiao xushi fanshi yu luoji “如是我聞”：佛教敘事範式與邏輯 [“‘Thus Have I

Heard’: Patterns and Logics in Buddhist Narrative Literature”]. Hualin Foxue yanjiu shuxi華林

佛學研究書系 8. Edited by Ru Zhan湛如 and Jinhua Chen陳金華. Singapore: World Scholastic

Publishers, 2023.

x



The 14 essays collected here are from the abovementioned Special Issue of “Buddhist Narrative

Literature” from the journal Religions. We hope that these quality papers will further advance the

discussion of this important issue on a deeper and broader level.

Like all the above publication projects, the current one represents a phasal achievement of the

2018 project “Translation and Research of Important Literary and Artistic Texts of Indian Classical

Sanskrit” 印度古典梵語文藝學重要文獻翻譯與研究，supported by the National Social Science

Foundation of China國家社科基金重大項目 (project No: 18ZDA286).

On the occasion of the publication of this collection of essays, the editors would like to express

their deepest respect and gratitude to the Glorisun Charitable Foundation and Dr. Charles Yeung for

their generous sponsorship of the conference and the publication of this collection of essays!

Ru Zhan and Jinhua Chen

Editors
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Article

The Dharma Bums: A (Fictional) Pseudo-Buddhist Hagiography,
or a Pseudo-ojoden
Ovidiu Matiu

Department of Anglo-American and German Studies, Faculty of Letters and Arts, Lucian Blaga University of
Sibiu, 550024 Sibiu, Romania; ovidiu.matiu@ulbsibiu.ro

Abstract: This paper analyses Jack Kerouac’s brief but intense conversion to American pseudo-
Buddhism and the artistic effect of this biographical development, arguing that his conversion was
total from a spiritual point of view and that its almost immediate effect was the production of a
literary piece which should be read as a (fictional) pseudo-Buddhist hagiography, or a pseudo-ojoden.
The article investigates Jack Kerouac’s life as the life of a modern American Buddha, as a person
engaged in a constant quest for spiritual enlightenment, who imbued his work with a spiritual feeling
derived from his personal, direct, albeit limited experience with spirituality. His novel, The Dharma
Bums, is a (fictional) pseudo-Buddhist hagiography because it is (auto)biographical, and the central
characters are portrayed as enlightened, “holy” beings.

Keywords: hagiography; Buddhism; Jack Kerouac; Buddhist novel; ojoden

1. Introduction

Born in the annus mirabilis of literary modernism and baptized on the feast of St. Joseph
(as Jean Louis Kirouac/Keroack), Jack Kerouac (whose full name was, allegedly, Jean-Louis
Lebris de Kérouac) started his journey in Lowell, Massachusetts, on 12 March 1922, as the
son of the poor (but probably with noble ancestry) French-Canadians Leo and Gabrielle
Keroack (née Levesque). Almost seven decades after Jack Kerouac’s birth, Colette Bachand
Wood, one of his distant relatives, found the old family’s castle in Britanny, France: Chateau
de Kerouartz and the second half of the family motto, “Tout en l’honneur de Dieu”; the first
half of the Kerouacs’ motto was, “Aimer, Travailler, et Souffrir.” According to some of Jack
Kerouac’s biographers, this combined motto not only perfectly described his family’s fate
but also outlined his own life, without, of course, being able to envision the influence his
life was about to exert on the world: “taken together, the two inscriptions sum up Kerouac’s
brief but fascinating life, which was passionate, productive, painful, and pious. But neither
begins to suggest the transformative effect that Kerouac had on modern society” (Amburn
1999, p. 7).

Jack Kerouac’s life passed through three stages of development: his boyhood, his
adulthood, and his later years. He spent his boyhood as the third child of a French-Canadian
married couple. As an adult, he was a student at Columbia University (where he played
football and met Ginsberg and Burroughs), a sailor, then a marine (diagnosed with schizoid
personality and discharged from active duty), a writer (a member of the Beat Generation),
a husband (he was married three times), and a traveler (he took long road trips across
the US and he visited Burroughs in Mexico). During his later years, he was haunted by
spiritual turmoil and dreams of returning to his (alleged) Native American origins and his
Roman Catholicism. From a spiritual point of view, these three stages were dominated
either by (a shadow of) his family’s religious belief (his mother was a fervent Roman
Catholic), by a temporary shift (his brief encounter with American pseudo-Buddhism), or
marked by a “return” to his origins (both ethically and ethnically, none of these origins
being straightforwardly acknowledged and documented).

Religions 2024, 15, 148. https://doi.org/10.3390/rel15020148 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/religions116
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On a more personal level, the first stage, his childhood, was consumed under the
sign of Roman Catholicism, with the blessings of Saint Joseph, St. Anthony of Padua, or
Ste. Thérèse de Lisieux, and partly in the atmosphere of Christmas and that of the Good
Friday (especially after the death of his brother, Gerard). His encounter with American
pseudo-Buddhism, the second stage, following the penance of the first, was accepted at first
as a breakthrough, as the ultimate salvation; though it had seemed profound and absolute,
it ended abruptly (in brief, because of his inability to give up alcohol and sex) for reasons
related to an ethical conflict between the “localized” version of Buddhism and the precepts
of the “original” Pure Land. The last stage, the return to his origins, or the recovery of what
was still intact after the two previous experiences in his life, materialized like an ending,
like the conclusion of the life of a fighter for personal and creative freedom, free from all
material and, especially, spiritual constraints and ready to continue the journey by entering
the following and last stage, Nirvana and, hence, eternal life and happiness.

Seen through the blurred lens of some of his friends (such as Carolyn Cassady, for
example), Jack Kerouac’s life might be interpreted as the life of an exceptional (“holy”)
being, an all-American Buddha, promoter of a basic, Western version of Buddhism stripped
from all its tradition and adapted to the modern world, a supporter of an unnatural,
syncretic belief dominated by the principle of “sola Dharma”, a “protestant” Buddhism, who
experienced different stages of development or suffering, who was not a prince, but “The
Wizard of the Ozone Park”, as Allen Ginsberg dubbed him. As the perfect manifestation of
American exceptionalism, he started his own quest for “awakening” when he thought he
was ready, and he ended it when he realized that the purpose of his enlightenment was
not to escape from the world but to become aware of his own humanity, in other words,
to continue his journey on the path of the ordinary and access the extraordinary through
deliberate (as opposed to forced) conversion. Kerouac’s conversions followed the natural
progression of maturity, the result of which was the secular “Nirvana” to which the artist,
the creator, aspires. This state applies only to the artist, but his work and legacy live on
and “reincarnate” in other artifacts of the material and spiritual world. Nevertheless, Jack
Kerouac’s influence on the decades to come was impossible to estimate during his short
(according to the usual standards) life, but the impact of his life and work has expanded
beyond the boundaries of his own earthly existence.

2. Kerouac’s Conversion to Buddhism

Jack Kerouac’s conversion to American pseudo-Buddhism did never imply the rejec-
tion of his Christian background. Moreover, if we were to believe Tom Clark, one of his
biographers, he had never left his Christian life behind, but, on the contrary, he kept it
close to his soul in all his spiritual journeys through the philosophy of the East: “When, at
the age of thirty-four, after much study of Eastern philosophy, he sat down like a Chinese
monk in a Marin County hillside garden finally to compose his own Buddhist sutras—‘The
Scripture of Golden Eternity’—he wound up writing about the Little Way” (Clark 1997,
p. 8). Gabrielle Kerouac, his mother, a fervent Catholic, venerated St. Thérèse of Lisieux (a
Carmelite nun, born Marie Françoise-Thérèse Martin and canonized in 1925 by Pope Pius
XI) and admired her “Little Way”, her simplicity, her vocation, namely her love of God and
the world (St. Thérèse of Lisieux 1978, p. 312). Of course, her veneration of St. Thérèse was
transferred to her children, and Jack found in the saint’s “Little Way” valuable material and
inspiration for his own “scripture . . .” since his own vocation was love, as well: “‘Love is
all in all’, said Saint Thérèse, choosing love for her vocation and pouring out her happiness,
from her garden by the gate, with a gentle smile, pouring roses on the earth . . .” (qtd. in
Clark 1997, p. 8).

Carolyn Cassady, Neal Cassady’s wife and Jack’s friend, saw Jack Kerouac’s Christian
background in more definitive terms, as downright “indoctrination” combined with a sense
of “unworthiness and guilt”, which he was never able to repudiate. Moreover, his feelings
of inferiority, fed both by his relationship with his family and by his interactions with
the outer world, augmented his desire to evade the mundane and find refuge in a more
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welcoming world, one that was not totally different from the one he knew and experienced,
but located in a liminal space that he could constantly negotiate and improve; he imagined
this liminal space as being located—spatially—at the intersection between the West and
the East, and—spiritually—between Roman Catholicism and Buddhism: “In both of his
religions he chose to revere the bits that offered comfort, beauty, serenity, peace and love,
and the acceptance of suffering. The instilled Catholic obsession with ‘death’ created a
growing cancer of fear within him, and he looked at life often as just a shortcut to this
horrible ending of all that he so warmly celebrated” (Cassady 1997, pp. xiv–xv).

Carolyn Cassady observed Kerouac’s intense struggle with the real world for decades
and saw his “conversion” to American pseudo-Buddhism as an attempt to bring order
in his life: “Chaos was the rule until Buddhism came along and supplied the answers he
sought—or so he believed. The tenets of Buddhism became a balm to his emotional and
spiritual aspirations and fit his own psyche, but they related very little to the demands of
daily life nor did they provide practical help” (Cassady 1997, p. xvi). He found temporary,
topical help in alcohol, marijuana, and Benzedrine, aware that they were incompatible even
with his personal understanding of Christianity or Buddhism but were able to produce
certain effects in what his writing was concerned (Cassady 1997, p. xviii).

Even though Carolyn Cassady noticed that “the tenets of Buddhism” acted like a cure
for Kerouac’s spiritual distress, she also admitted to the fact that they were inefficient in
adding the order he was craving to the chaos of his everyday life. It was just a textbook
example of malpraxis: wrong medication combined with a totally inadequate and insuffi-
ciently researched treatment plan. The “medication” he used was based on alcohol and
drugs (unacceptable in any of the religions he explored), while his pseudo-Buddhist belief
(just as his Roman Catholicism was based on his childhood memories, on his nostalgia,
rather than on personal choice and commitment) was derived from a shallow understand-
ing of Pure Land Buddhism and was tributary to an all-American understanding of the
Eastern religion.

This variant of Buddhism is, according to James Najarian, just one of the several
“Western manifestations of Buddhism [which] manipulate, select, remake, and appropriate
Buddhist beliefs and practices to accommodate and unconsciously incorporate Western
thinking” (Najarian 2016, p. 310). The “Western thinking” which combined with Buddhist
beliefs to give birth to this variant of this all-American, pseudo-Buddhism is identified
by David McMahan with “the dominant discourses of Western modernity, specially those
rooted in Enlightenment rationalism, Romanticism, and Protestant Christianity” (Najarian
2016, p. 310). In Jack Kerouac’s case, a few Roman Catholic ingredients are also added to
the melting pot, such as the Christian virtue of agape (charity) he incorporates into the more
complex concept of karuna (compassion) (see Kerouac 1995, p. 446). Eighteenth-century
Protestant theologians, such as Thomas Astley, found the striking similarities between the
“Romanish Religion” and “Fo’s Religion” guilty of the former’s failure in the East (see Lopez
2018, pp. 29–30); obviously, these similarities may be responsible for the latter’s success in
the West.

This variant of Buddhism, successful in the West, is modernist, intertwined with
Romanticism, not a religion, but a “spirituality”, focused on values that match the aspi-
rations of Western modernist society (such as freedom of thought, democracy, creativity,
etc.) and, ultimately, deprived of all Eastern traditions and practices which might have
made it less consumer-oriented and thus less marketable. In brief, this pseudo-Buddhism
was a basic, distilled form of Buddhism, “freed” from all the constraints of its tradition
and practices and thus acceptable for the Western, modern society: “Probably in its most
distasteful form, it involves Europeans or European-Americans ‘purifying’ Buddhism of
its ‘Asian’ traditions, a movement that has its roots in the brief nineteenth-century vogue
for emphasizing the Buddha’s ‘Aryan’ heritage. At its most extreme, of course, Buddhist
modernism reduces Buddhism to a form of self-help or a mere style of life” (Najarian 2016,
p. 311).
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The new modernist forms of Buddhism, this “Neo-Buddhist modernism”, or “Neo-
Buddhism”, to use Faure’s terminology, were also used by Asian Buddhist teachers as a
political weapon against Western colonialism. James Najarian’s analysis shows how, for
example, Zen Buddhism was prepared for export to America by authors such as Soen
Shaku and Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, the latter even employing a strategy meant to transform
it into a universal spirituality, which supported Japanese nationalism and Japanese cultural
hegemony (see Najarian 2016, p. 312). Twentieth-century Western Buddhism sold to the
Americans was a paradoxical, both universal and unique, construct, a hybrid organism
born of (“old”) Buddhist traditions and (“new”) Western ideas, namely an “idealized and
purely ‘spiritual’ form of Buddhism”, a “Neo-Buddhism”, which “has tended to become
a sort of impersonal flavorless and odorless spirituality, a kind of Buddhism à la carte”
(Faure 2009, p. 139).

In his essay on “The Roots of Buddhist Romanticism”, T. hānissaro Bhikkhu (Geoffrey
DeGraff, an American Buddhist monk of the Kammatthana Tradition) identifies the real
source of the Westerners’ interest in Buddhism, which is their own tradition of German
Romanticism, re-interpreted within the framework of the new, modern world. To a certain
extent, this interest is legit, for “Romanticism and the Dharma view spiritual life in a similar
light. Both regard religion as a product of human activity rather than divine intervention.
Both regard the essence of religion as experiential and pragmatic; and its role as therapeutic,
aimed at curing the diseases of the human mind” (T. hānissaro 2006).

However, a more focused examination of the two, on three coordinates: “the nature
of religious experience”, “the basic spiritual illness”, and “the successful spiritual cure”,
will expose Western “Buddhist Romanticism”, defined by T. hānissaro as “the Dharma
seen through the Romantic gate”, as a blurred, confusing, image of true Buddhism, one
which acts like a “door shut in their faces”, rather than a gate to the Dharma. T. hānissaro
observes that since the very existence of “Buddhist Romanticism” in American society is
not jeopardized, the next necessary step would be for researchers to shed more light on
those aspects of “Buddhist Romanticism” that have not been yet sufficiently investigated.
If finding all the answers at once seems rather impractical today, after so many years of
silence on crucial topics, a good starting point in this respect would be, at least, to start
asking relevant questions.

3. The Dharma Bums: A (Fictional) Pseudo-Buddhist Hagiography

Some of those relevant questions may be asked in relation to the literary productions
of the Beat Generation, especially those of Jack Kerouac, usually interpreted as examples of
Buddhist influence on twentieth-century American literature. As shown above, at its best,
the Buddhism that was imported into the West, in North America, was nothing else but its
re-interpreted, updated, and localized version, which focuses on the individual, leaving
aside what it cannot adapt to the American society (Najarian 2016, p. 313). This perspective
integrates perfectly with the ideas of American exceptionalism, with the ambitions of
American individualism, and with the quest for a recognizable, all-American spirituality.
Unfortunately, what is lost in this process of adaptation, as James Najarian observes, is the
right of Buddhism to remain “recognizable” even in its Western version.

Jack Kerouac wrote The Dharma Bums in 1957 (the year when his On the Road was
eventually published after having been rejected several times) and published it in 1958
when his brief but intense encounter with the form of spirituality that can be safely labeled
“pseudo-Buddhism” was almost over. The novel follows the path of a sacred text recounting
significant, “inspired” events of the past, which prove influential in the present by bridging
the gap between the mundane and the extramundane. The Dharma Bums, usually referred to
as an autobiographical novel, reads like a pseudo-(Christian)-Buddhist hagiography itself
or, in other words, an account of the lives of two heretic (both) Christian desert fathers and
pseudo-Buddhist monks embarked on journeys of becoming in the wilderness bordering
a North American metropolis, climbing peaks in their struggle to reach the heights of
personal enlightenment. Soon after its publication, Jack Kerouac published Visions of Gerard
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in 1963 (which he had written back in 1956) in loving memory of his “better” brother as an
attempt to preserve the spiritual connection with his dead doppelganger. Taken together,
The Dharma Bums and Visions of Gerard are “free-form acts of modern hagiography and
prayer” (Douglas 2018, pp. xv–xvi).

The term “hagiography” used with reference to a Buddhist context might sound
inappropriate, but considering the etymology of the word (derived from the Ancient Greek
ἅγιoς, holy, and γραϕία, writing) it describes, at least partly, the result of Jack Kerouac’s
“inspired”, “spontaneous” writing. It even meets the two requirements set by Christoph
Kleine for a work to be considered a “hagiography”; first, it must be “at least technically
or superficially somehow biographical [in its] literary form”, and second, “regarding its
contents, the protagonist of the life of the account is conceived as a saint or holy person”
(Kleine 1998, pp. 325–26).

Nevertheless, as Jinhua Chen argues in his Philosopher, Practitioner, Politician: The
Many Lives of Fazang (643–712), discussing the life of Fazang, “one of the greatest Buddhist
metaphysicians in medieval Asia”, and “a scholastic monk who composed a variety of
technical and philosophical texts” (Chen 2007, p. 1), the biographical data in such a writing
is not to be considered or used as historically accurate and reliable information, and that a
clear-cut distinction must be made between biographical and hagiographical information
in a “hagio-biography” (Chen 2007, p. 339).

This apparently simplistic model contains a set of variables which, in a strictly religious
context, acquire a relevance that is not fully compatible with a fictional, literary model
such as Jack Kerouac’s novel, even if it is read as a pseudo-Buddhist narrative or, to
particularize Professor Chen’s term, a fictional “hagio-biography”. The first variable is the
biographical feature, which requires reliable information related to the birth, life, and death
of the protagonist. In the case of The Dharma Bums, such data are only partially relevant
since the characters, though based on real persons, are essentially fictional, and thus, any
resemblance between them is of secondary importance in the analysis.

The other variable is the “sanctity” of the protagonist, which in both Christianity and
Buddhism is a rather “subjective” feature related more to how a person is perceived by one
religious group or the other than to the “objective” dimension of that person’s life. If in
Christianity, saints are canonized following the recognition of their extraordinary lives and
deeds (which include miracles, martyrdom, virtue, etc.), the

original prototype of the Mahayana Buddhist saint is the Bodhisattva, a being
that was, however, from an early stage on elevated to a level far beyond ordinary
human beings. [. . .] The existence of the Bodhisattvas and their cults makes a cult
of lower, more human saints unnecessary. [. . .] Christianity did away with all the
former deities or divine beings thus leaving a gap which had to be filled by the
saints who had to be human enough not to question the monotheistic nature of
the Christian religion. (Kleine 1998, p. 331)

Kleine’s argument that the existence of the Bodhisattvas renders that of “more humane”
saints irrelevant and that Christian saints occupy the void left by the disappearance of
other deities is based on his analysis of Buddhist hagiographic literature as a genre and its
subgenre, ojoden, or “accounts of those born in the Pure Land” (Stone 2007, p. 135). Kleine
starts from the jataka (tales of the good deeds of the Buddha in his previous lives) and
the apadana or the avadana (tales in verse about the deeds of Buddhist monks and nuns)
and describes the evolution of the genre in the East Asian tradition, emphasizing that, in
China, Korea, or Japan, this type of narrative would “deal with only one incarnation of the
protagonist”, and that the “working of moral causality manifests itself in the present life
or immediately after death” (Kleine 1998, pp. 327–28). Most such accounts subscribe to a
certain stylistic and formal pattern (they contain information about the background, the
birthplace, and death of the protagonist, about his/her character, about his/her miracles,
prophecies, visions, etc.), which makes it easier for them to be classified as “hagiographies”,
than to define their protagonists as saints (Kleine 1998, p. 330).
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Therefore, Kerouac’s The Dharma Bums can be read like an American pseudo-Buddhist
ojoden, a “hagio-biography”, a pseudo-Buddhist hagiography, or in more simple, non-
technical terms, a hagiography of a few (aspiring, or pseudo-) Buddhist “monks” struggling
to preserve their “sanctity” in and around the metropolis. If one of the “monks”, Japhy
Ryder (Gary Snyder), looks more like an Eastern sage practicing his variant of Buddhism
in America, Ray Smith (the narrator and Kerouac’s alter ego) is an American Boddhisatva,
a Buddha, or “St. Raymond of the Dogs”. Jack Kerouac started his work of non-fiction
titled Some of the Dharma, which contains a vast array of pieces ranging from reading
notes, meditations, prayers, letters, and stories to poems and haikus in December 1953. He
finished it in the spring of 1956 (on 15 March, to be more precise), the year before he wrote
The Dharma Bums (published in 1958), but it was published only posthumously in 1997.

Some of the Dharma, Kerouac’s reading notes on Buddhism, contains a list of sources that
he consulted over time and which somehow seem to explain his definition of “religions”:
“Religions appear to be schismatic technical haranguish corruptions of some original pure
Vision. . .” (Theado 2009, pp. 152–53). In search of this capitalized “pure Vision”, according
to his own notes, he had read nine books, such as Texts from the Buddhist Canon Known
as Dhammapada (1878), Life of Buddha, or Buddha Charita by Asvaghosha (translated by
Samuel Beal), The Gospel of Buddha (1894) by Paul Carus, Buddhism in Translations (1896)
by Henry Clarke Warren, or The Buddhist Bible (1938) by Dwight Goddard. He also listed
the sources in his 1954 letter to Allen Ginsberg, whom he instructed to start with Life of
Buddha by Asvaghosha and continue with Surangama Sutra in The Buddhist Bible (Kerouac
1995, pp. 415–16). The texts in his bibliography are neither exclusively Buddhist (as James
Najarian observes) nor an exhaustive list of sources for research into Buddhism, but they
are obviously the starting point of the spread of Buddhism in American literature via the
agency of the Beats. Of all the members of the Beat Generation, Jack Kerouac played the
most prominent role in the promotion of American Buddhism.

The Dharma Bums, an American pseudo-ojoden, was written in less than a month by a
reincarnation of Buddha in America, aware of his role in the world: “I am Buddha come
back in the form of Shakespeare for the sake of poor Jesus Christ and Nietzsche. . . I’ll
become an Intuitional farmer. . .” (Kerouac 1997, p. 41). The American bard wrote The
Dharma Bums “with the swiftness of On the Road, Tristessa and The Subterraneans” and “in the
way that On the Road itself was composed, with a specific reader in mind. [. . .] The Dharma
Bums is written with an air of patient explanation, as though addressed to a book editor”
(Gifford and Lee 2012, pp. 240–41). If we were to believe Gifford and Lee, The Dharma
Bums is indeed addressed to someone who might be interested in reading it, such as, for
example, a book editor, for it emerged from Kerouac’s superficial study of Buddhism, it was
derived from his notes gathered in Some of the Dharma and in line with his own, sometimes
obviously biased, interpretation of ancient Buddhism. Its first and most devoted reader
was the American writer, literary critic, social historian, and Kerouac’s editor, Malcolm
Cowley, who, according to Kerouac’s own testimony in the interview he granted to Ted
Berrigan, “made endless revisions and inserted thousands of needless commas” (Berrigan
1968). This book, according to John Clellon Holmes, the author of the first Beat novel, Go
(1952), and Kerouac’s friend, “wasn’t impelled by the stuff that made the good books good.
It was impelled by an understanding that he had, a perception that he had and experiences
that he’d had, and it’s valuable and it’s fine. But the prose is lax” (qtd. in Gifford and Lee
2012, p. 241).

The “lax”, “spontaneous” prose flows like a vitae sanctorum, springing from a special,
personal understanding of an adaptation of ancient Buddhism to the realities of Kerouac’s
contemporary world, a direct perception of its effects on humanity and a first-hand experi-
ence of its teachings in the real-life interaction with or separation from the world, which,
just like a hagiography, has inspired generations of “Dharma bums”. The “spontaneity” of
Kerouac’s prose is based on his epiphanies and visions, constantly recurring and generating
new transcendental experiences, which keep the author alive and his text going. According
to Erik Mortenson, “[f]or Beat Generation writers the visionary state reveals the truth of
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the world—it is a peek behind the curtain of reality that provides an authentic glimpse
of the universe”, but this moment is transient and almost impossible to materialize in
useful experience. Thus, writers like Jack Kerouac and Allen Ginsberg “both turn to the
Buddhist conception of a ‘stillpoint’ lying beyond rigid ego consciousness for an answer.
Although not always successful, Kerouac’s and Ginsberg’s deployment of the Buddhist
stillpoint allows them to turn seemingly isolated visionary experiences into a means of
connecting past, present, and future into a meaningful whole”. Mortenson, who coined
the term “stillpoint”, admits that he derived it from Robert Aitken’s and Shunryu Suzuki’s
“breath moment”, or “moment of attention”, cf. the Sino-Japanese term sesshin, and the
Japanese term soshin (Mortenson 2009, p. 123).

Mortenson interprets the “breath moment” as a “stillpoint” and places it in opposition
to “the eruptive visionary state” in an attempt to provide a useful tool for a better under-
standing of the work of Beat writers Jack Kerouac and Allen Ginsberg while admitting that
this does not imply they manifest the same tendencies throughout their artistic careers:
“they evidence two opposite tendencies—Kerouac continually seeks new visions while
Ginsberg refers back to his original visionary experience. While both writers discovered
Buddhism, their development in this area followed separate paths as well. Kerouac typi-
cally employs Buddhism as a means of avoidance, while Ginsberg, through an increasing
focus on his body, utilizes the Buddhist stillpoint to harness his visionary experience”
(Mortenson 2009, pp. 124–25). Simply put, they follow two different career paths, which
also implies two different approaches to life: writing and spirituality or spiritual experience.

At least in Kerouac’s case, and as a tool he uses in his constant search for new spiritual,
visionary experiences, this type of breath moment is similar to the freeze-frame technique
used extensively as a cliffhanger in 1960s cinema and 20th-century television (mainly in
soap operas) as a generator of suspense, as a link to the future scene or episode. Peter
Coates describes it as follows: “As a variety of ‘false ending’, freeze-frames proliferated in
the 1960s, when social changes and the collapse of the studios’ hegemony, among other
things, shook traditional narrative schemata and their resolutions” (Coates 2021, p. 44).
The main functionality of this “stillpoint” is to connect or to fuse the past, present, and
future, to facilitate “a closer connection between the self and the world” (Mortenson 2009,
p. 128) and thus ensure the flow.

Even though his (pseudo-)Buddhist practice was far from that of a great Zen Buddhist
master, Kerouac used a similar—both, surprisingly, Buddhist and cinematic—technique
in 1951 when he wrote his On the Road (published in 1957): instead of typing his novel on
separate sheets of paper, he used a continuous scroll which helped him maintain the flow
unbroken during the writing process (which, allegedly, took only three weeks). In such
a process, every “break” would be just a “stillpoint” after which his recurrent epiphanies
would continue to produce his “spontaneous prose” and build his text as a continuum.

This continuum, supported by his interest in the world combined with the struggle to
separate himself (and his self) from the material mundane, reached a moment of balance,
the stillpoint in his career due to his interest and total, albeit temporary and superficial,
immersion into Buddhism. According to Jones, “Kerouac [. . .] passed through Buddhism in
1955 and 1956, and during these years, the movement of his writing, like a satellite in orbit,
achieved equilibrium” (Jones 1992, p. 106). This stellar, imponderable moment in his career
was the one that produced The Dharma Bums, Kerouac’s most significant pseudo-Buddhist
narrative. He found in Mahayana Buddhism “a fatalism that corresponded to his own
Celtic nostalgia, with the important difference that the inevitable extinction of the ego,
instead of an event to be feared, became the object and goal of his study and meditation—
and of his writing” (Jones 1992, p. 107). The deficiency in Kerouac’s Buddhist practice was
attributable to the absence of a teacher of Zen, classical Buddhism, one able to teach him
(the importance of) meditation, namely “how to actually take in his body the notion of
emptiness or examine it as a process of mind, through the practice of classical meditation as
handed down in immemorial ‘ear-whispered’ tradition” (Allen Ginsberg qtd. in Kerouac
et al. 2017, p. 54).
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However, if his spiritual (Buddhist or Christian) practice was always less than perfect,
to say the least, and never final, though, paradoxically, total, Kerouac’s spiritual literary
practice was always one that tended to perfection or to perfecting the human being. In
Christian terms, this struggle to achieve perfection is a path to deification, with its practical,
formal counterpart, sanctification, while in Buddhism, it is generally known as enlight-
enment. In other words, the (albeit pseudo) hagiographical approach to his characters is
due to his belief that the ultimate goal of existence is the cancellation of the self and that
there is little or no perceptible difference between writing and real life. This is probably
why his characters are all “deified”, “sanctified”, “enlightened”, and heightened versions
of real-life characters of a certain condition in the world, namely people who are capable
of such spiritual development (writers, for example). Following Erik Mortenson’s (mild)
call for a more critical approach to the Beats and extending the area of research beyond
their actual work (Mortenson 2009, p. 125), reading The Dharma Bums as a roman à clef, as a
pseudo-bio-hagiography, in which the key is not necessarily the connection between fact
and fiction but rather the tool which helps triangulate the spirituality of a whole genera-
tion, effects a process that would facilitate interdisciplinary research, thus expanding Beat
studies beyond the immediate realm of the Beats themselves.

Since it is not at all easy to be “a saint in the city”, the characters in The Dharma Bums
flee urban life with the explicit intent to climb a mountain, imitating and/or perfecting
the aspirations of their real-life counterparts, doppelgangers, i.e., the Beats, who “taken
together have produced one of the most profound bodies of spirituality oriented literature
since the American Renaissance—with Kerouac playing ‘Emerson’ to Ginsberg’s ‘Whitman’
and Snyder’s ‘Thoreau’” (Inchausti 2017, p. 2). The literature they wrote was never just
literature but more like an exalted form of spiritual experience, created as an alternative to
life in postwar America and a spirituality outside the artificial form of organized Western
religion: “[. . .]for the Beats, Buddhism became the new realism, poetry a tool for enhanced
perception, science a critique of ideology, and Spengler’s meta history their founding
metaphysic. Literature was always to be something more than literature, something more
akin to scripture. Kerouac once even described it as the Vedic yoga of the West, having
more in common with the sacrament of confession than the rhetoric of Aristotle” (Inchausti
2017, pp. 4–5).

Therefore, The Dharma Bums is itself more than just a fictional autobiography, but rather
a fictional ojoden of the Beats, in which the characters (just like their real-life doppelgangers)
are born in an imagined Pure Land and inhabit the earth for just a limited period of time
until they reach the final stage of enlightenment and enter Nirvana. Kerouac’s entire work
should be read as one single book, comprising one single set of characters, engaged in one
single memory flow recorded “on the run”; the characters are always the same, and the
volumes they populate are all chapters of one single piece, The Duluoz Legend. It is only for
publishing purposes that Kerouac (and his early publishers) decided to give these chapters
distinct titles and these characters different names in each of the works, as he declares in an
explanatory note introducing his Big Sur (written in 1961 and published in 1962):

My work comprises one vast book like Proust’s except that mu remembrances are written
on the run instead of afterwards in a sick bed. Because of the objections of my early
publishers I was not allowed to use the same personae names in each work. On the Road,
The Subterraneans, The Dharma Bums, Doctor Sax, Maggie Cassidy, Tristessa,
Desolation Angels, Visions of Cody and the others including this book Big Sur are
just chapters in the whole work which I call The Duluoz Legend. In my old age I intend
to collect all my work and re-insert my pantheon of uniform names, leave the long shelf
full of books there, and die happy. The whole thing forms one enormous comedy, seen
through the eyes of poor Ti Jean (me), otherwise known as Jack Duluoz, the world of
raging action and folly and also of gentle sweetness seen through the keyhole of his eye.
(Kerouac 1992, p. iii)

Ti Jean, also known as Jack Duluoz, a member of the pantheon of characters imagined
by one Jack Kerouac, acts like Ray Smith in The Dharma Bums, a book he wrote using the
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same technique he used when he wrote On the Road, typing it on a paper roll like a sequel
to On the Road and using the same reincarnated central characters. The Dharma Bums is

a book about Gary Snyder and ‘the rucksack revolution’; the events it describes
occurred six years after the events at the end of On the Road. It is a ‘sequel’
because the central characters from On the Road (those based on Jack Kerouac,
Neal Cassady, and Allen Ginsberg) reappear along with Kerouac’s new hero,
Gary Snyder named Japhy Ryder in this book. Biographically, the book is a
sequel because it recounts Kerouac’s own adventures; the author maintains the
first-person point of view, this time as Ray Smith, a name left over from an early,
unfinished version of On the Road. (Theado 2009, pp. 151–52)

The other characters are inspired by Beats Jack Kerouac knew well, such as Alvah
Goldbook (based on Allen Ginsberg), Cody Pomeray (based on Neal Cassady), or George
(based on Peter Orlovsky), and all of them appear to be engaged in their own story of
becoming. However, only two of them seem to fit the profile of spiritual beings whose lives
are worthy of being included in Kerouac’s pseudo-ojoden. These characters are Japhy Ryder
and his disciple Ray Smith. Another element that would also help qualify The Dharma
Bums as a pseudo-ojoden is the style and the events which compose the plot. Matt Theado
is very explicit in this respect when he refers to the novel as a worthy sequel to On the
Road: “It contained no experimental prose, and the story unfolded in linear time with
identifiable characters and set situations. [. . .] Like On the Road, The Dharma Bums was
written rapidly, yet in a conventional style. [. . .] One big difference between the books
is Kerouac’s incorporation of Buddhism. As in his other Buddhist works, Christianity
combines with Buddhism to produce the distinctive Kerouac religious flavor” (Theado
2009, pp. 152–53).

This “combination” could be interpreted as either religious syncretism or as heresy if
the context would be something else but a fictional world imbued with a religious feeling,
indeed in a very particular Kerouac style. The result is indeed a fictional vitae sanctorum
or ojoden portraying several “saints”, “bodhisattvas”, “desert fathers”, “itinerant (beggar)
monks”, or “bhikkhus”, who are all citizens of the modern world, irrespective of where
they were born or where they live. In The Dharma Bums, “[w]hat matters are latitudes and
landmasses, not the countries that claim and dispute them. Citizenship here is potentially
global; Dean Moriarty could only be American but Japhy appears in Ray’s visions as a
mischievous Chinese sage” (Douglas 2018, p. xv).

Just like Dean Moriarty, Ray Smith can only be an American “bhikku” on his way
to enlightenment, to a heroic existence in Paradise. He quotes from the Diamond Sutra,
and he is determined to practice charity without attachment and his “religious devotions
almost to perfection.” Just like his creator, Jack Kerouac, Ray admits that this was just a
transient stage in his development and that he would strip his faith of all “lip service” and
remain “neutral” (Kerouac 2018, p. 4). In other words, his pseudo-Buddhism depends
exclusively on its foundational values and gradually transforms into a lifestyle bound to
produce the same effects as its original version.

Ray’s vision is based on Japhy Ryder’s own interpretation of his identity, as a soul
reincarnated in an Oregon kid as a result of his faults in a previous life and with a clear
purpose to improve his karma through constant effort, meditation, and fasting:

You know when I was a little kid in Oregon I didn’t feel that I was an American at
all, with all that suburban ideal and sex repression and general dreary newspaper
gray censorship of all our real human values but and when I discovered Bud-
dhism and all I suddenly felt that I had lived in a previous lifetime innumerable
ages ago and now because of faults and sins in that lifetime I was being degraded
to a more grievous domain of existence and my karma was to be born in America
where nobody has any fun or believes in anything, especially freedom. That’s
why I was always sympathetic to freedom movements, too, like anarchism in
the Northwest, the old-time heroes of Everett Massacre and all. . . (Kerouac 2018,
p. 26)
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When Japhy leaves, his presence still lingers “in the dim red light”, and Alvah describes
him as an extraordinary, exceptional American hero and bhikkhu: “he’s the big hero of the
West Coast, do you realize I’ve been out here for two years now and hadn’t met anybody
worth knowing really or anybody with any truly illuminated intelligence and was giving up
hope for the West Coast? Besides all the background he has, in Oriental scholarship, Pound,
taking peyote and seeing visions, his mountain climbing and bhikkuing, wow, Japhy Ryder
is a great new hero of American culture” (Kerouac 2018, p. 26). This adds to the mythical,
saintlike aura of Japhy Ryder and turns him into Ray Smith’s model and Zen master, into
one of the great figures of “the Zen lunatics of ancient Japan and China and contemporary
California, where Japhy pursues free love, scholarship, poetry, and mountaineering as
if they were one and the same thing” (Sørensen 2015, p. 116). Japhy, the protagonist of
Kerouac’s novel, is eventually revealed as the enlightened being who is able to teach his
disciple how to achieve absolute knowledge. Ray, his disciple, witnesses the revelation of
the being of his visions, the subject of a magic epiphany: “I saw the unimaginable little
Chinese bum standing there, in the fog, with that expressionless humor on his steamed
face. It wasn’t the real-life Japhy of rucksacks and Buddhism studies and big mad parties
at Corte Madera, it was the realer-than-life Japhy of my dreams” (Kerouac 2018, pp. 204–5).

This Japhy of Ray’s dreams is the “number one” Dharma bum, the Buddha who
acknowledges the existence of and holiness of other enlightened beings. If Japhy is a
Buddha, then Ray is a Bodhisattva: “‘Oh I always meet my Bodhisattvas in the street!’ he
yelled, and ordered beers” (Kerouac 2018, p. 9). Both belong to the Western order and
are confined to an American Diamond Triangle between New York, Mexico City, and San
Francisco. They are both urban figures: Bodhisattva walks in the street, and Buddha orders
beers in a bar.

Even though Ray agrees that Japhy is an authority in matters of Buddhism (just like
Gary Snyder himself), who was not interested in traditional Buddhism, but in “the Zen
intellectual artistic Buddhism he loved”, who knew everything about most traditions, and
who was thus entitled to become the leader of the group of Dharma bums, he rejects his
belief: “I warned him at once I didn’t give a goddamn about the mythology and all the
names and national flavors of Buddhism, but was just interested in the first of Sakyamuni’s
four noble truths, All life is suffering. And to an extent interested in the third, The suppression
of suffering can be achieved, which I didn’t quite believe was possible then” (Kerouac 2018, pp.
10, 97). Ray, the great virtuous “Bodhisattva”, the “great wise being”, the “great wise angel”
prefers a blended faith, one in which all local flavors vanish to make room for the Western
variant of Buddhism, which is supposed to coexist in his life—without the influence of any
mythology (allusion to Gary Snyder’s interest in Native American mythology)—with the
Roman Catholic background.

East meets West in Ray’s belief, but since his Roman Catholicism was not too profound
either, he is determined to accept only the basic ideas of ancient Buddhism, namely two
of the four noble truths (All life is suffering and, partly, The suppression of suffering can be
achieved). Nevertheless, even though he has not read much (just like Kerouac himself), he
describes his belief in very simple, straightforward terms: “‘I’m not a Zen Buddhist, I’m a
serious Buddhist, I’m an old-fashioned dreamy Hinayana coward of later Mahayanism’,
and so forth into the night, my contention being that Zen Buddhism didn’t concentrate on
kindness so much as on confusing the intellect to make it perceive the illusion of all sources
of things” (Kerouac 2018, p. 11). If Ray is a “serious Buddhist”, Kerouac himself declares
himself as a promoter of his own variant of “Pure Essence Buddhism”, which, according to
Najarian is nothing else “but a loose Buddhist modernism” (Najarian 2016, p. 315).

When Ray confronts Japhy on matters of Buddhist belief or practice, he uses references
to Pure Land Buddhism as protection to justify his inability to understand certain theoretical
principles or to learn and practice meditation, for example. Some of Ray’s false claims
spring from his limited knowledge of Buddhist texts and from his hope that his pseudo-
Buddhism might, eventually, become a legitimate, local variant of Buddhism, promoted by
a Western holy Bodhisattva: “I went over to an old cook in the doorway of the kitchen and
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asked him ‘Why did Bodhidharma come from the West?’” (Kerouac 2018, p. 13). The only
“perfect” and possible (Zen) answer that Jack Kerouac’s bibliography listed in his Some of
the Dharma would be able to provide to such a question is similar to the one provided by
the cook in the second chapter of Dharma Bums: “I don’t care.” Transposing the difficult
Zen koan (that Kerouac asked D.T. Suzuki when they met without getting any reaction)
and the cook’s answer into twentieth-century America, we understand that the East does
not care about any new, perverted pseudo-Buddhist ideas coming from the West, for, the
Dharma is already there (just like in the case of the Patriarch’s journey from India to China).

Ray is an avid reader of Buddhist texts which he reads on a daily basis (he mentions
the Lankavatara Sutra, or the “Sutra of the Appearance of the Good Doctrine in Lanka” and
the Diamond Sutra), while Japhy impersonates one of the promoters of Buddhist ideas into
the West, whose works he collects along with works of poetry he translates into English:
“He had a slew of orange crates all filled with beautiful scholarly books, some of them in
Oriental languages, all the great sutras, comments on sutras, the complete works of D. T.
Suzuki and a fine quadruple-volume edition of Japanese haikus. He also had an immense
collection of valuable general poetry” (Kerouac 2018, p. 15).

Kerouac met Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, “Zen’s ‘missionary’ to the West” and “a general
figurehead for the Zen Buddhist movement in the United States and Europe”, and helped
build his image in America, based on “reader’s imagination” and, obviously of that of the
authors of fiction who referred to him in their work. People were not fascinated by his
“lucid introduction to Buddhism and Japanese culture”, but by Suzuki as a representative
of the “enigmatic” East, “as a symbol of stylized religion” (Iwamura 2011, pp. 26–27,
38), as a Buddhist sage traveling to America to teach Zen. Kerouac’s fascination for D.T.
Suzuki matches Ray’s fascination for Japhy, whom he sees as a promoter of Eastern wisdom
in the West. The scene in the third chapter in which Ray and Japhy discuss the latter’s
translation from Han Shan’s “Cold Mountain” is particularly interesting from this point
of view. Japhy’s free translation of the poems sounds strange and complicated: “’Course
that’s my own translation into English, you see there are five signs for each line and I have
to put in Western prepositions and articles and such’” (Kerouac 2018, p. 17). Japhy does
not simply translate poetry from Chinese into English but also (Eastern) Buddhism into
the American culture, throwing in all the small but significant ingredients that make its
syntax acceptable in the West. The Western world is too complex and cannot understand
and appropriate the simple values of Buddhism as such.

Ray rejects not only Japhy’s ideas about his translation of Chinese poetry into English
but also his ideas about American society, his “vision of a great rucksack revolution.” His
attitude is that of a Boddhisatva determined to “go off somewhere and find perfect solitude
and look into the perfect emptiness of my mind and be completely neutral from any and
all ideas. I intended to pray, too, as my only activity, pray for all living creatures; I saw it
was the only decent activity left in the world. To be in some river bottom somewhere, or
in a desert, or in mountains, or in some hut in Mexico or shack in Adirondack, and rest
and be kind, and do nothing else, practice what the Chinese call ‘do-nothing’” (Kerouac
2018, p. 88). Ray neither sees any problem with living like a Christian desert father
practicing compassion for all beings like a true Buddhist, nor does he care too much about
the differences between Christianity and Buddhism (Kerouac 2018, pp. 96–97). To him,
Heaven and Nirvana, Jesus and Buddha, even West and East are one and the same thing:
“‘I [. . .] pray under the stars for the Lord to bring me to Buddhahood after my Buddhawork
is done, amen.’ And as it was Christmas, I added ‘Lord bless you all and merry tender
Christmas on all your rooftops and I hope angels squat there the night of the big rich real
Star, amen.’ [. . .] ‘Everything is possible. I am God, I am Buddha, I am imperfect Ray Smith,
all at the same time, I am empty space, I am all things’” (Kerouac 2018, p. 104).

Saint Raymond of the Dogs is unable to keep the religion he was born into, as his
mother and sister complain in chapter 21, but, outside his alcohol abuse episodes, prac-
tices meditation, miraculously heals himself twice of thrombophlebitis and his mother’s
coughing after a vision he had in a trance, proving that everything is possible “in magic
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America”, has a revelation on the mountaintop and then returns to the mundane world
(Kerouac 2018, pp. 100, 125, 205). Ray knows he is an exceptional being: “It means I’ve
become a Buddha”, “I really thought myself a kind of crazy saint” (Kerouac 2018, pp. 123,
157), and he is consecrated by the congregation of Dharma bums at a party through the
voice of Rheinhold Cacoethes (Kenneth Rexroth), whose ironical statement supports his
claims to sainthood: Cacoethes “’Well I guess he’s a Bodhisattva in its frightful aspect,
’ts about all I can say.’ (Aside, sneering: ‘He’s too drrronk all the time.’)” (Kerouac 2018,
p. 163).

Moreover, this “crazy saint”, always intoxicated just like all the “crazy Japanese saints”
at a Buddhist lecture (i.e., the Japanese scholars promoting Buddhism in Americans), enjoys
nature’s protection while practicing meditation: “One night I was meditating in such
perfect stillness that two mosquitoes came and sat on each of my cheekbones and stayed
there a long time without biting and then went away without biting” (Kerouac 2018, p. 158).
His prayer is listened to and produces cosmic effects: “One night in a meditation vision
Avalokitesvara the Hearer and Answerer of Prayer said to me ‘You are empowered to
remind people that they are utterly free’ so I laid my hand on myself to remind myself first
and then felt gay, yelled ‘Ta’, opened my eyes, and a shooting star shot” (Kerouac 2018,
p. 200), making him a member of the community of saints in Heaven/Nirvana.
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Abstract: In both Pāli and Chinese vinaya literature, there are various patriarchal lineages of vinaya
transmission in which Upāli is honored as the first patriarch. These lineages that start with Upāli can
be categorized into two types. The first type is found mainly in Indian vinaya texts, including two
groups of texts: the Mohe sengqi lü摩訶僧祇律 (Skt. Mahāsām. ghika-vinaya), and the Samantapāsādikā, a
Pāli Vinaya commentary, as well as its parallel Chinese version, the Shanjianlü piposha善見律毗婆沙.
The second type was constructed by Chinese Vinaya school masters in the Northern Song dynasty,
who aimed to establish an orthodox Indian origin for the Vinaya school. After their introduction
into China and Japan, the first type of lineages experienced transformation in later Vinaya school
works composed by medieval Chinese and Japanese Buddhist monks. A comparative philological
study on the Samantapāsādikā and Shanjianlü piposha shows a “mistranslated” Tanwude曇無德 (Skt.
Dharmagupta) in the patriarchal lineage of vinaya transmission in the Shanjianlü piposha, the parallel
of which is “Buddharakkhita” in the Pāli sources. Further investigation on the Vinaya school reveals
that both Dingbin定賓 and Gyōnen凝然, monks from the Vinaya school in later periods, identified the
Shanjianlü piposha as a commentary on the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya, and they consequently considered
the patriarchal lineage in the Shanjianlü piposha as the patriarchal genealogy of the Dharmaguptaka
school, with the purpose of establishing an orthodoxy of the Vinaya school that could be traced back
to Upāli. Furthermore, in the genealogy in the Mohe sengqi lü, Gyōnen associated the master Fahu法
護with the Dharmaguptaka school. Yuanzhao元照, an eminent Vinaya school monk, criticized the
second type of lineages as false construction. Instead, he established a patriarchal lineage that starts
with Tanwude, the editor and compiler of the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya, for the Chinese Vinaya school.

Keywords: Upāli; the Dharmaguptaka school; patriarchal lineages of vinaya transmission; Pāli
sources; the Vinaya school

1. Introduction

Patriarchal worship plays a significant role in Chinese Buddhism, which originated
in Indian Buddhism and was further developed in China. Chan Buddhism is one of
the Chinese Buddhist schools in which patriarchal tradition is honored most, and that
later influenced other Chinese Buddhist schools. In Chan Buddhism, there exists a will
to orthodoxy in the construction of patriarchal lineage beginning with an Indian master,
Bodhidharma菩提達摩. Regarding patriarchal worship in Chan Buddhism, scholars such
as Bernard Faure and John R. McRae have conducted a great number of studies.1 Will
to orthodoxy is also shown in the construction of patriarchal lineages in China’s vinaya
tradition, particularly the later dominant Vinaya school based on the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya?
Ann Heirman has published an article on the early history of the Dharmaguptaka school,
in which she traces it from its beginnings to the Tang dynasty in China. She provides a
clear and useful survey of some important sources relevant to the history of the Chinese
Dharmaguptaka tradition (Heirman 2002). Jinhua Chen conducted a detailed survey
on the earlier Chinese vinaya patriarch Zhishou智首 and his contemporaneous vinaya
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specialists in connection with these predecessors, and reappraised Zhishou’s historical
position against the backdrop of a reconstructed history of the early vinaya tradition in
China. His scholarship has clarified confusion surrounding some of the early Chinese
vinaya patriarchs and their interrelationships (Chen 2017). In another article, Jinhua
Chen performed an informative investigation on the lineage of the Chinese Vinaya school
beginning with Facong法聰 presented by Yan Zhenqing顏真卿, a Tang bureaucrat, general,
and calligrapher, in his Fuzhou Baoying si Lüzang yuan jietan ji撫州寶應寺律藏院戒壇記
(A Record of the Precept-platform in the Cloister of the Precept Treasure at the Baoying Temple
in Fuzhou) (Chen 2020). These studies have shed light on the earlier development of the
Dharmaguptaka school in the Sui–Tang vinaya history.

However, the aforementioned studies do not focus on the Chinese vinaya masters’
construction of the Indian patriarchal tradition in their engaging but historically unreliable
myths in their sectarian narratives. This article will investigate these sectarian narratives
and reveal the Chinese vinaya masters’ will to orthodoxy in their construction of patriarchal
tradition. My opinion is that one of the most typically Chinese features of the Vinaya school,
which claimed to derive from the Indian patriarch Upāli, or Dharmagupta, was its insistence
on a patriarchal tradition.

Upāli, one of the ten chief disciples of the Buddha, according to early Buddhist texts,
is the person in charge of reciting and reviewing monastic discipline at the First Buddhist
Council. However, according to vinaya literature, Upāli is also the first person in the lineage
to transmit the Buddhist vinaya. There are two types of patriarchal lineages of vinaya
transmission, starting with Upāli. The first type is descended from an Indian origin, as
recorded in the Pāli and Chinese vinaya literature, including the Samantapāsādikā, a Pāli
Vinaya commentary, and its parallel Chinese version, the Shanjianlü piposha 善見律毗婆
沙, as well as in the Mohe sengqi lü摩訶僧祇律 ascribed to the Mahāsām. ghika school. The
second was constructed by monks from the Chinese Vinaya school律宗. However, there is
little research that discusses these types of patriarchal lineages starting with Upāli, or that
probes their origin and transformation in the context of Chinese and Japanese Buddhism.
Scholars in Indian Sanskrit and Pāli Buddhist studies have not paid attention to this issue
in the context of East Asian Buddhism. Conversely, scholars in Chinese Buddhist studies
have hardly used the relevant Pāli sources to investigate the origin and development
of the patriarchal lineage, starting with Upāli, in the Shanjianlü piposha, nor have they
paid attention to the Mohe sengqi lü or the second type of patriarchal lineages of vinaya
transmission, starting with Upāli.

This paper examines how monks from the Vinaya school in China and Japan inter-
preted the Indian origin of the Dharmaguptaka school法藏部 and made the Sifen lü四分律
an authority based on the first type of lineages. By investigating the second type of lineages
and relevant criticism from Yuanzhao元照 in the Northern Song dynasty, this research also
examines the Nanshan Vinaya school’s南山律宗 interpretation of the historical develop-
ment of Buddhist vinaya. Throughout this study, we can see the Vinaya school masters’
sectarian views on Indian Buddhism, and we thereby gain a deeper understanding of the
development of the Vinaya school in China and Japan.

2. The Patriarchal Lineages of Vinaya Transmission Starting with Upāli in Pāli and
Chinese Vinaya Literature

2.1. The Patriarchal Lineages of Vinaya Transmission in the Shanjianlü piposha and Samantapāsādikā

The Shanjianlü piposha (Taishō 1462) is one of the most important vinaya commentaries
in China. Between 488 and 489 A.D., it was translated into Chinese in Guangzhou by
a foreign monk named Sengjiabatuoluo 僧伽跋陀羅 (Saṅghabhadra, dates of birth and
death unknown), and co-translated by Sengyi僧猗 (dates of birth and death unknown).
The Samantapāsādikā is a commentary on the Pāli Vinaya, written by the end of the fourth
century or the beginning of the fifth century and traditionally ascribed to the commentator
Buddhaghosa. In 1896, J. Takakusu initially stated that the Shanjianlü piposha is a translation
of the Samantapāsādikā, and found that the Chinese translation corresponds, in general, to
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the Pāli text of Buddhaghosa (Takakusu 1896). After Takakusu, two other Japanese scholars,
M. Nagai and K. Mizuno, made further efforts to compare both texts. M. Nagai assumed
that the original Indic text of the Shanjianlü piposha could not be the Samantapāsādikā we see
today, for there are many terms transliterated from Sanskrit rather than Pāli in the Chinese
version (Nagai 1922, pp. 69–133). K. Mizuno considered that the Shanjianlü piposha might
be a translation of the Pāli Samantapāsādikā, though the former is much shorter than the
latter (Mizuno 1937, 1938). P. Demiéville pointed out that the Shanjianlü piposha might be a
translation of a prototype of the Samantapāsādikā, rather than the translation of the Pāli text
as we know it today (Demiéville 1951). F. Lottermoser also proposed that the Shanjianlü
piposha is a translation made from a version of the vinaya commentary that is different
from the Samantapāsādikā as we see it now (Lottermoser 1982, p. 163). H. Bechert supports
Lottermoser’s proposal. He remarks that the differences between both texts indicate that it
seems impossible that the extant Pāli Samantapāsādikā was the direct source of the Shanjianlü
piposha, despite their relatively close correspondence (Bechert 1986, p. 138). By studying the
title “Shanjianlü piposha” and terms transliterated from Sanskrit, as well as the structure of
the Chinese version, Ananda W. P. Guruge proposed that the origin of the Shanjianlü piposha
could be either a Sı̄hala commentary or a version of the uttaravihāra-at.t.hakathā from the
Abhayagiri monastery (Guruge 2005). However, Toshiichi Endo held an opposite opinion
(Endo 2006). Ann Heirman also assumes that the Abhayagirivihāra connection is possible
in the Chinese version, and that the translator was under many different kinds of influences
(Heirman 2004). Thus, she is also cautious about coming to a conclusion as to the origins
of the Shanjianlü piposha. According to her, giving a definite answer to the exact role that
the Abhayagirivihāra tradition plays in the Shanjianlü piposha is extremely difficult because
very little is known about the Abhayagirivihārins’ viewpoints. Gudrun Pinte argued in
her dissertation that the Shanjianlü piposha preserves an older layer of the Samantapāsādikā,
which itself underwent changes and was elaborated at a date following its translation into
Chinese in 489 A.D. (Pinte 2012, p. 532).

The abovementioned Japanese scholars, Nagai and Mizuno, attributed the differences
between the Shanjianlü piposha and Samantapāsādikā to the influence of the Dharmaguptaka-
vinaya, which was translated into Chinese as the Sifen lü (T.1428, the Four-part Vinaya)
around 410 A.D. in Chang’an by Buddhayaśas佛陀耶舍 (dates of birth and death unknown),
who recited the text by heart while Zhu Fonian竺佛念 (dates of birth and death unknown)
rendered it into Chinese. This idea still survived in the English translation of the Shanjianlü
piposha made by P.V. Bapat and A. Hirakawa (Bapat and Hirakawa 1970, pp. L–LIII).
This assumption of Dharmaguptaka influence might result from the fact that the eminent
Japanese monk Gyōnen凝然 (1240–1321) classified the Shanjianlü piposha as a commentary
on the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya in his Risshū Kōyō律宗綱要 (The Outline of the Vinaya School).
He states,善見論釋四分律 Zenken ron shaku Shibunritsu, or in classical Chinese, Shanjian
lun shi Sifen lü (“The Shanjian lun explains the Sifen lü”) (Satō 1994, trans., p. 247). Shanjian
lun is an alternative name for the Shanjianlü piposha. Ann Heirman further argues that
the influence attributed by Bapat and Hirakawa to the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya is at some
points wrong, and in other cases, could equally be ascribed to Sarvāstivādin influence or to
any of the other vinayas preserved in Chinese translation. She emphasizes the fact that, in
the fifth century in South China, the Sarvāstivādin-vinaya was far more influential than the
Dharmaguptaka-vinaya (Heirman 2004). Based on previous studies, Bhikkhu Ñan. atusita has
concluded that the Shanjianlü piposha is not a genuine translation of the Samantapāsādikā
without any Chinese influence, nor is it an original Chinese composition. Instead, it is a
Chinese Buddhist hybrid composition. It mainly consists of an abridged translation of the
Samantapāsādikā, into which large passages from the Suttavibhaṅga and other unidentified
texts were inserted, perhaps copied from earlier Chinese translations of these works, and it
was occasionally adapted to fit the Sifen lü, popular in China, so that it was more of use to
Chinese monastics (Ñan. atusita 2014).

However, scholars such as Nagai, Mizuno, Heirman, and Pinte simply mention
Gyōnen’s classification to illustrate that this misinterpretation comes from the Risshū
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Kōyō, leaving its origin underexamined. Bhikkhu Ñan. atusita also ignored the source of
Gyōnen’s classification. Finding out exactly where Gyōnen’s classification issued from
has significant implications for our understanding of the history of the transmission of
the Shanjianlü piposha in medieval China and Japan. I have published two articles on
the relationship between the Shanjianlü piposha and the Vinaya school. According to my
analysis, many elements from the Sifen lü were inserted into the translation of the Shanjianlü
piposha. Therefore, the Shanjianlü piposha has been regarded as a commentary on the Sifen lü
in Chinese Buddhism, with its Theravādin origin unknown to Chinese Buddhist monks.
This misinterpretation could be traced back to Dingbin定賓 (active in the Kaiyuan period
(713–741), dates of birth and death unknown) of the Xiangbu Vinaya school相部律宗. It
was carried on by later vinaya masters of the Nanshan Vinaya school in the later Tang
and Song dynasties, such as Jingxiao景霄 (?–927), Yunkan允堪 (?–1061), and Yuanzhao
元照 (1048–1116), and it further exerted an influence on Gyōnen’s understanding of the
relationship between the Shanjianlü piposha and the Dharmaguptaka school.2 However, in
these two articles, the patriarchal lineages of vinaya transmission in both the Pāli sources
and Chinese translation are not mentioned.

Based on the previous research, I continue the study on Dingbin’s and Gyōnen’s narra-
tives and interpretations on the patriarchal lineage of vinaya transmission in the Shanjianlü
piposha. I further demonstrate how Chinese and Japanese vinaya masters interpret the
relationship between the Sifen lü and the patriarchal lineage of vinaya transmission, starting
with Upāli, in the Shanjianlü piposha.

In Book 2 of the Shanjianlü piposha, it is said,

“In the Jambudı̄pa (Skt. Jambudvı̄pa; Ch. Yanfuli 閻浮利), I shall tell the names
of [vinaya masters] in due order: first Youboli 優波離 Upāli, second Duoxieju 馱
寫拘 Dāsaka, third Xunaju 須那拘 Son. aka, fourth Xijiapo 悉伽婆 Siggava, fifth
Mujianlianzi Dixu 目揵連子帝須Moggaliputta Tissa. These five masters handed
down the vinayapit.aka in succession in the Jambudı̄pa, without any interruption in
the vinayapit.aka up to the Third Buddhist Council. After the Third [Council], at the
time of entering into parinibbāna (Skt. parinirvān. a), Moggaliputta Tissa handed it
over to his disciple Moshentuo摩哂陀Mahinda, the son of King Aśoka. Moshentuo
brought the vinayapit.aka into the Sı̄hal.adı̄pa (Skt. Sim. haladvı̄pa). At the moment of
entering into parinibbāna, Moshentuo handed [the vinayapit.aka] over to his disciple
Alizha 阿栗吒Arit.t.ha. Since then it has been handed down till today. One should
know this. Now I will state the names of masters of ancient times. Five masters
brought the vinayapit.aka from the Jambudı̄pa to the Sı̄hal.adı̄pa: first Moshentuo,
second Yidiyu 一地臾 It.t.hiya, third Yudiyu 欝帝臾Uttiya, fourth Canpolou 參婆
樓 Sambala, fifth Batuosha 拔陀沙 Bhadda. These five masters had perfect wisdom
and unhindered supernatural powers as well as three insights, and instructed
disciples in the Sı̄hal.adı̄pa respectively. Moshentuo, at the time of entering into
parinibbāna, handed [the vinayapit.aka] over to Alizha. Alizha handed it over to his
disciple Dixudaduo 帝須達多 Tissadatta; Dixudaduo handed it over to his disciple
Jialuoxumona伽羅須末那Kālasumana; Jialuoxumona handed it over to his disciple
Dijiana 地伽那 Dı̄ghanāmaka; Dijiana handed it over to his disciple Xumona 須
末那 Dı̄ghasumana; Xumona handed it over to his disciple Jialuoxumona 伽羅
須末那 Kālasumana; Jialuoxumona handed it over to his disciple Tanwude 曇無
德; Tanwude handed it over to his disciple Dixu 帝須 Tissa; Dixu handed it over
to his disciple Tipo 提婆 Deva; Tipo handed it over to his disciple Xumona 須末
那 Sumana; Xumona handed it over to his disciple Zhuannajia 專那伽 Cūlanāga;
Zhuannajia handed it over to his disciple Tanwupoli 曇無婆離 Dhammapālita;
Tanwupoli handed it over to his disciple Qimo企摩Khema; Qimo handed it over to
his disciple Youbodixu優波帝須Upatissa; Youbodixu handed it over to his disciple
Fapo 法叵 Puppha; Fapo handed it over to his disciple Apoye 阿婆耶 Cūlābhaya
(?); Apoye handed it over to his disciple Tipo 提婆 Cūladeva (?); Tipo handed it
over to his disciple Sipo 私婆 Sı̄va.”
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于閻浮利地，我當次第說名字：第一、優波離，第二、馱寫拘，第三、須那拘，

第四、悉伽婆，第五、目揵連子帝須。此五法師于閻浮利地，以律藏次第相付，

不令斷絕，乃至第三集律藏。從第三之後，目揵連子帝須臨涅槃，付弟子摩哂

陀。摩哂陀是阿育王兒也，持律藏至師子國。摩哂陀臨涅槃，付弟子阿栗吒。從

爾已來，更相傳授至於今日，應當知之。我今說往昔師名，從閻浮利地，五人持

律藏至師子國：第一、名摩哂陀，第二、名一地臾，第三、名欝帝臾，第四、名

參婆樓，第五、名拔陀沙。此五法師，智慧無比，神通無礙，得三達智，于師子

國各教授弟子。摩哂陀臨涅槃，付弟子阿栗吒，阿栗吒付弟子帝須達多，帝須達

多付弟子伽羅須末那，伽羅須末那付弟子地伽那，地伽那付須末那，須末那付伽

羅須末那，伽羅須末那付曇無德，曇無德付帝須，帝須付提婆，提婆付須末那，

須末那付專那伽，專那伽付曇無婆離，曇無婆離付企摩，企摩付優波帝須，優波

帝須付法叵，法叵付阿婆耶，阿婆耶付提婆，提婆付私婆。3

Now, we move on to the parallel in the Samantapāsādikā:

“Jambudı̄pe tāva Upālittheram ādim. katvā ācariyaparamparāya yāva tatiyasaṅgı̄
ti tāva ābhatam. . tatrāyam. ācariyaparamparā:

Upāli Dāsako c’eva, Son. ako Siggavo tathā,

Tisso Moggaliputto ca, pañc’ete vijitāvino,

paramparāya vinayam. dı̄pe Jambusirivhaye

acchijjamānamānesum. , tatiyo yāva saṅgaho ti.

tass’attho ettavatā pakāsito hoti. tatiyasaṅgahato pana uddham. imam. dı̄pam.
Mahindâdı̄hi ābhatam. . Mahindato uggahetvā kañci kālam. Arit.t.hattherâdı̄hi
ābhatam. . tato yāva ajjatanā tesam. yeva antevāsikaparamparābhūtāya ācariyapara
mparāya ābhatan ti veditabbam. . yathâhu porān. ā:

tato Mahindo It.t.iyo Uttiyo Sambalo pi ca

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Bhaddanāmo ca pan. d. ito;

ete nāgā mahāpaññā Jambudı̄pā idhâgatā:

vinayam. te vācayim. su pit.akam. Tambapan. n. iyā.

nikāye pañca vācesum. satta c’eva pakāran. e.

tato Arit.t.ho medhāvı̄ Tissadatto ca pan. d. ito

visārado Kālasumano, thero ca Dı̄ghanāmako

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (see note 4) Dı̄ghasumano ca pan. d. ito.

punar eva Kālasumano Nāgatthero ca Buddharakkhito,

Tissatthero ca medhāvı̄ Devatthero ca pan. d. ito.

punar eva Sumano medhāvı̄ vinaye ca visārado,

bahussuto Cūlanāgo, gajo ’va duppadham. siyo.

Dhammapālitanāmo ca Rohan. o sādhupūjito,

tassa sisso mahāpañño Khemanāmo tipet.ako.

dı̄pe tārakarājā ’va paññāya atirocatha,

Upatisso ca medhāvı̄ Phussadevo mahākathı̄.

punar eva Sumano medhāvı̄, Pupphanāmo bahussuto,

mahākathı̄ Mahāsivo pit.ake sabbattha kovido.

punar eva Upāli medhāvı̄ vinaye ca visārado,

mahānāgo mahāpañño, saddhammavam. sakovido.

punar eva Abhayo medhāvı̄ pit.ake sabbattha kovido,

Tissatthero ca medhāvı̄ vinaye ca visārado.

tassa sisso mahāpañño, Pupphanāmo bahussuto,

sāsanam. anurakkhanto Jambudı̄pe patit.t.hito.
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Cūlābhayo ca medhāvı̄ vinaye ca visārado,

Tissatthero ca medhāvı̄ saddhammavam. sakovido.

Cūladevo ca medhāvı̄ vinaye ca visārado

Sı̄vatthero ca medhāvı̄ vinaye sabbattha kovido.

ete nāgā mahāpaññā vinayaññū maggakovidā,

vinayam. dı̄pe pakāsesum. pit.akam. Tambapan. n. iyâti.”5

It has been handed down in the Jambudı̄pa up to the Third Council by the succession
of masters beginning with the Elder Upāli. Here is the succession of masters: Upāli, Dāsaka,
as well as Son. aka, similarly Siggava and Tissa Moggaliputta—these five victorious ones
transmitted the vinaya in the glorious (is)land of Jambusiri (i.e., Jambudvı̄pa), in unbroken
succession up to the time of the Third Council. And to this extent is its meaning declared.
And after the time of the Third Council, it has been brought to this island by Mahinda
and others. Having learned it from Mahinda, for some time, it was handed down by the
Elder Arit.t.ha and others: and it should be known from that time up to the present day.
It has been handed down by the succession of masters who constituted their own line of
resident-pupils. According to the porān. as:

Thereupon Mahinda, It.t.hiya, Uttiya, Sambala and the learned Bhadda—these
sinless sages of great wisdom came hither from Jambudı̄pa. They taught the
vinayapit.aka in the Tambapan. n. i. They also taught five nikāyas and seven (abhid-
hamma) treatises. Then the wise Arit.t.ha and the learned Tissadatta, the skilled
Kālasumana, the Elder named Dı̄ghanāmaka and the learned Dı̄ghasumana,
and another Kālasumana, the Elder Nāga, Buddharakkhita, the wise Elder Tissa
and the learned Elder Deva, and another wise Sumana proficient in the vinaya,
Cūlanāga of great learning, unassailable as an elephant, and the Elder named
Dhammapālita is like Mount Rohan. a, revered by the virtuous. His pupil named
Khema is of great wisdom and learned in three pit.akas, who in his wisdom shone
with great splendor in the island, like the king of the stars, Upatissa the wise,
Phussadeva the great orator, and another wise Sumana, he of great learning
named Phussa, the great orator Mahāsiva proficient in all the contents of the
pit.aka, and again another wise Upāli skilled in the vinaya, Mahanāga of great
wisdom, proficient in the tradition of the good teaching, and again the wise
Abhaya skilled in all the contents of the pit.aka, the wise Elder Tissa proficient
in the vinaya. His pupil named Puppha of great wisdom and of much learning,
who while protecting the dispensation had established himself in the Jambudı̄pa.
The wise Cūlābhaya proficient in the vinaya, the wise Elder Tissa skilled in the
tradition of good teaching. Cūladeva the wise, proficient in the vinaya, and
the wise Elder Sı̄va skilled in all the contents of the vinaya. These sinless sages
of great wisdom, knowing the vinaya and skilled in the path, proclaimed the
vinayapit.aka on the island of the Tambapan. n. i.6

This succession of vinaya masters found in the Samantapāsādikā is identical to the one
from the parivāra in the Pāli Vinaya.7 According to both the Samantapāsādikā and Shanjianlü
piposha, the five masters, Upāli, Dāsaka, Son. aka, Siggava, and Moggaliputta, transmitted
the vinaya on the Indian continent. Mahinda, who was Tissa Moggaliputta’s disciple,
went to the island Tambapan. n. i with It.t.hiya and three other masters to transmit the vinaya.
There are thirty-three vinaya masters starting from Mahinda in this succession in the
Samantapāsādikā, while there are only twenty-three masters in its parallel, the Shanjianlü
piposha. K. Mizuno explained the differences between the two versions as some kind of
confusion on the part of the Chinese translators because, for example, there were so many
Tissas on the list. Besides this, he observed that the adjectives dı̄gha, cūla, and nāma have
not always been transliterated or accurately translated (Mizuno 1996, p. 114). Gudrun
Pinte assumed that Saṅghabhadra did not have a written document at hand, and that he
remembered the material by heart, or rather most of it, or the co-translator Sengyi and his
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team, who wrote the translation down in Chinese, simply became confused with lists of
proper names (Pinte 2012, p. 50). It is difficult to give an exact answer about the reason why
such differences arose between the two versions because so little is known to the translators.
Based on Mizuno’s research on the successions of vinaya masters in both versions, I drew
up the following table to show the comparison of the lineages of vinaya masters (Table 1):

Table 1. A comparison of the lineages in the Shanjianlü piposha and Pāli sources.

Lineage in Pāli Sources Lineage in the Shanjianlü piposha

1. Mahinda 摩哂陀

2. It.t.iyo 一地臾

3. Uttiyo 欝帝臾

4. Sambalo 參婆樓

5. Bhadda 拔陀沙

6. Arit.t.ha 阿栗吒

7. Tissadeva 帝須達多

8. Kālāsumana 伽羅須末那

9. Dı̄ghanāmaka 地伽那

10. Dı̄ghasumana 須末那

11. Kālasumana 伽羅須末那

12. Nāga

13. Buddharakkhita 曇無德

14. Tissa 帝須

15. Deva 提婆

16. Sumana 須末那

17. Cūl.anāga 專那伽

18. Dhammapālita 曇無婆離

19. Khema 企摩

20. Upatissa 優婆帝須

21. Phussadeva

22. Sumana

23. Pupphanāma

24. Mahāsı̄va

25. Upāli

26. Mahānāga

27. Abhaya

28. Tissa

29. Pupphanāma 法叵

30. Cūlābhaya 阿婆那(?)

31. Tissa

32. Cūladeva 提婆(?) 1

33. Sı̄va 私婆
1. According to Mizuno, Apona阿婆那 is the Chinese transliteration of Cūlābhaya, and Tipo提婆 is the Chinese
transliteration of Cūladeva (Mizuno 1996, pp. 113–14). However, I am sceptical about this and thus add
question marks.
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As is shown in Table 1, Buddharakkhita, the 13th patriarch in the Samantapāsādikā,
has Tanwude in the parallel of the Shanjianlü piposha. However, Buddharakkhita should
be translated into Chinese as Fohu 佛護, and there is no Pāli name corresponding to
Tanwude in the succession of vinaya masters in Pāli sources, including the Pāli Vinaya,
Samantapāsādikā, Mahāvam. sa, and Dı̄pavam. sa. According to R. Saloman’s study of a Gāndhārı̄
inscription on a pot (Salomon 1999, p. 214), Tanwude is probably the transliteration of the
Gāndhārı̄ “dhamaüte” (Skt. dharmagupta; Pā. dhammagutta), which means Fazang法藏
or Fahu法護 in Chinese. Thus, the Dharmaguptaka school, which specifically promotes
the Sifen lü, has Fazang bu法藏部 or Tanwude bu曇無德部 as its Chinese translation. The
name Tanwude, which also appears in some other parts of the Shanjianlü piposha, is usually
used as the translation of the Pāli term “Dhammarakkhita” rather than “Dhammagutta”.
However, the transliteration of “Dhammarakkhita” is Tanmo leqiduo曇摩勒棄多, which
also means Fahu in Chinese. Both “gutta” (Skt. gupta) and “rakkhita” mean protection in
Pāli, and therefore, “Dhamma-gutta” and “Dhamma-rakkhita” are literally synonymous.
As a result, translators of the Shanjianlü piposha chose the term “Tanwude” to translate
its literally synonymous term, “Dhamma-rakkhita”, as “Tanwude” usually appears in
other Chinese Buddhist texts that predate the Shanjianlü piposha and thus is better known
to Chinese readers. There are many similar cases in the Shanjianlü piposha. For instance,
the Pāli term nikāya is not well known to Chinese Buddhist monks, so translators use the
synonymous term ahan阿含 (Skt. āgama) instead to paraphrase nikāya, which is already
well known to Chinese readers.

K. Mizuno infers that the difference between Tanwude in the Shanjianlü piposha and
Buddharakkhita in the Samantapāsādikā is a mistake caused by a certain reason, for which
he gives no further explanation (Mizuno 1996, p. 114). Buddharakkhita is also mentioned
in other chapters of the Shanjianlü piposha and Samantapāsādikā, and it is translated into
Fowude佛無德 or Fotuo leqiduo佛陀勒棄多 in the Shanjianlü piposha. In Book 5 of the
Shanjianlü piposha, it is said,

“there are more than one kind of surnames, e.g., the surname of Gotama (Ch.
Qutan瞿曇), or the surname of Moggallāna (Ch. Mujianlian目揵連), as well as
more than one kind of given names, e.g., the given name of Buddharakkhita (Ch.
Fowude佛無德), or the given name of Dhammarakkhita (Ch. Tanwude曇無德)”.

姓非一種，名非一種，或姓瞿曇，或姓目揵連，或名佛無德，或名曇無德。8

Here, the translation “Fowude” is an imitation of “Tanwude”, both of which serve as
examples to explain Indians’ given names rather than certain individuals. In Book 10 of the
Shanjianlü piposha, it is stated,

“One gives a verbal command to another” means: There are a number of bhikkhus.
One of them is a teacher, and the other three are pupils. The first pupil’s name is
Buddharakkhita, the second is Dhammarakkhita, and the third is Saṅgharakkhita.
The teacher sees an object belonging to others, and the thought of stealing it arises
in his mind. He calls Buddharakkhita with these words: ‘You command Dham-
marakkhita to instruct Saṅgharakkhita in going to take that object away.’ At the
very moment he commands the first pupil, the teacher becomes guilty of dukkat.a.
When Dhammarakkhita instructs [Saṅgharakkhita] and when Saṅgharakkhita
receives the instruction, the teacher becomes guilty of thullaccaya. If [the third
pupil] removes the object from its original place, the teacher and his three pupils
all become guilty of a grave offense.”

教語此人者，有眾多比丘，一是師、三是弟子，第一弟子名佛陀勒棄多（Pā.
Buddharakkhita），二名曇摩勒棄多（Pā. Dhammarakkhita），三名僧伽勒棄
多（Pā. Saṅgharakkhita）。師行見他物，起盜心，喚佛陀勒棄多語言：“ 汝教
曇摩勒棄多，教僧伽勒棄多，往取彼物。” 師教第一弟子時，師得突吉羅。曇摩
勒棄多語、僧伽勒棄多受語時，師得偷蘭遮。若往取物離本處，師及三弟子俱犯

重。9
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This passage corresponds to its parallel in the Samantapāsādikā and explains the details of the
law of theft with the case of four bhikkhus. It is clear that the names of Buddharakkhita and
Dhammarakkhita mentioned here have nothing to do with those in the succession of vinaya
masters. We can see that a proper name usually has various translations or transliterations
in the Shanjianlü piposha. For instance, the name of Visuddhimagga is mentioned at least
three times in the Shanjianlü piposha and each has a different translation: Jingdao jing淨
道經, Jingdao piposha淨道毗婆沙, and Apitan piposha阿毗曇毗婆沙. The Shanjianlü piposha
was not translated by a well-organized translation team with a highly specialized division
of labor, nor with adequate proofreading. Consequently, there are many inconsistencies
in the Chinese translation. However, generally speaking, both the terms buddha and
dhamma have specific meanings in Buddhism, which could hardly be confused by the
translators. Regarding the difference between Buddharakkhita and Tanwude, it appears to
be a deliberate change made by later people because the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya had not yet
achieved a dominant position in China around 488 and 489 A.D. It is very difficult to figure
out why Buddharakkhita was “translated into” Tanwude in the absence of crucial historical
evidence. However, I think, as far as this “mistranslation” is concerned, two questions
should be focused on: Firstly, how does this “mistranslation” in the Shanjianlü piposha exert
influence on Chinese and Japanese Buddhist monks’ identification of the Indian origin
of the Dharmaguptaka school (Ch. Fazang bu法藏部)? Secondly, how do Chinese and
Japanese Buddhist monks interpret this patriarchal lineage of vinaya transmission in the
Shanjianlü piposha in their Vinaya school works?

2.2. The Interpretations Made by the Vinaya School in China and Japan

The Vinaya school is a scholastic tradition of East Asian Buddhism based on the
study of the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya. There are three branches of the Vinaya school: the
Nanshan Vinaya school associated with Daoxuan道宣 (596–667), the Xiangbu Vinaya school
associated with Fali法礪 (569–635), and the Dongta Vinaya school東塔律宗 associated
with Huaisu懷素 (625–698). Of these three, the Nanshan Vinaya school eventually eclipsed
the other two. Monks from both the Xiangbu and Nanshan Vinaya schools had their own
Sinicized interpretations of the patriarchal lineage of vinaya transmission in the Shanjianlü
piposha, while monks from the Dongta Vinaya school paid little attention to this lineage,
according to the historical records we see today.

2.2.1. Dingbin’s Interpretation

The first person who notices the patriarchal lineage of vinaya transmission in the
Shanjianlü piposha is Dingbin, who is a vinaya master of the Xiangbu Vinaya school in
the Kaiyuan開元 period of the Tang dynasty. Dingbin wrote a subcommentary on Fali’s
Sifen Lü commentary called Sifen lüshu shi zong yi ji四分律疏飾宗義記 (For the Decoration
of the School: Study on [Fali’s] Sifen Lü Commentary) that is signed as a śraman. a in the
Zhenguo Bodhiman. d. a in Mount Song (Songyue zhenguo daochang shamen 嵩岳鎮國道
場沙門), and therefore he is also known as the vinaya master of Songyue嵩岳律師.10 In
his subcommentary, he extensively quotes the stories about the Third Council and King
Aśoka’s mission to spread Buddhism that are recorded in the Shanjianlü piposha:

During the Third Council, two sects have already formed. However, in this
commentary (i.e., the Shanjianlü piposha), it is argued that there exists only one
sect that has been handed down. Consequently, the distinguishing characteristics
of split sects are ignored in this commentary. From that time onwards, [Tissa
Moggaliputta目揵連子帝須] handed the vinayapit.aka over to Moshentuo, the son
of King Aśoka. Moshentuo handed the vinayapit.aka over to Alizha, and Alizha
handed the vinayapit.aka over to his disciple Dixudaduo. The next successor is
Jialuoxumona . . . The next successor is Sipo, twenty-four masters in total11 . . .
According to the Shanjianlü piposha, the thirteenth patriarch in these twenty-four
is named Tanwude. I read through this commentary from beginning to end and
find that it shares a very similar structure with the Sifen lü, and many passages
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in both are corresponding. Therefore, this Shanjianlü piposha is a commentary on
the Sifen lü. And this Tanwude is the master of this Sifen lü. It is also said in this
commentary that the master Mohe tanwude摩訶曇無德went to the Abo lanruo
guo阿波蘭多國 (Pā. Aparāntaka) for the purpose of transmitting the vinayapit.aka.
Here this [Mohe tanwude] is not the name of the master of Sifen lü. For, in no
context is this Mohe tanwude considered to be the name of the master of Sifen lü.
It is asked: as the former Tanwude is considered as a religious name (Ch. faming
法名) of a Buddhist monk, why is this [Mohe tanwude] stated to be a secular
personal name? The answer is: a master is named after the dharmas he transmits.
For instance, masters [who transmit Chan dharmas] are nowadays called Chan
masters (Ch. chanshi禪師) etc.”

第三結集之時，因分二部，然由此論，但欲自辨一支相傳，故略不說分部差別

也。從此已後，(目揵連子帝須)付摩哂陀，此即育王之子也。摩哂陀付阿栗吒，
阿栗吒付弟子帝須達多，次伽羅須末那 . . . . . . 次私婆，合二十四人。 . . . . . . 又
准《見論》，二十四人之中，第十三人，名曇無德者。竊尋彼論，勘其始末，其

與《四分》科段相當，故知彼論釋《四分律》。其曇無德即是此律主也。彼論複

說，摩訶曇無德，至阿波蘭多國，流通律藏。此即非是律主名也，以其無文云是

摩訶曇無德故也。問前已成立曇無德者，乃是法名。何故今言是人名也？答：此

蓋就所弘法，以號其人，如即今人號禪師等。12

The quoted passage reveals that Dingbin’s interpretation is deeply influenced by the
“mistranslated” Tanwude in the succession of vinaya masters in the Shanjianlü piposha.
Firstly, the earliest Chinese Buddhist work in which Tanwude is considered to be the master
of Sifen lü is Lidai sanbao ji 歷代三寶紀 (Records of Three Treasures Through the Ages) was
written by Fei Changfang費長房 (dates of birth and death unknown) in the Sui dynasty.13

It could be inferred that Dingbin identified the master of Sifen lü as this thirteenth patriarch,
Tanwude, in the lineage of vinaya transmission based on his own standpoint towards the
Xiangbu Vinaya school. Secondly, Dingbin also regards the master Mohe tanwude摩訶曇
無德 (Pā. Mahādhammarakkhita) in Aśoka’s mission as the promoter of the Dharmaguptaka-
vinaya. The name Mohe tanwude is formed by “mohe 摩訶” and “Tanwude 曇無德”.
Tanwude is the historical figure who compiled the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya and founded
the Dharmaguptaka school, known as Tanwude bu in Chinese. Therefore, according to
Dingbin, a person is named Mohe tanwude due to his promotion of the Dharmaguptaka
doctrine, just as nowadays monks who promote Chan Buddhism are called Chan masters.

However, regarding Mahādhammarakkhita or Mohe tanwude in the Samantapāsādikā
and Shanjianlü piposha, we cannot find any definite Dharmaguptaka connection. In Aśoka’s
mission, the master Yonaka-Dhammarakkhita, who came from the Yonaka (Ch.Yuna guo
臾那國), was sent to preach Aggikkhandhopama (Ch. Huoju piyujing 火聚譬喻經) for the
purpose of spreading Buddhism in the Aparantaka (Ch. Abo lanruo guo 阿波蘭多國),
and the master Mahādhammarakkhita was sent to preach the Mahānāradakassapajātaka (Ch.
Mohe naluotuo jiaye benshengjing摩訶那羅陀迦葉本生經) in order to spread Buddhism in
the Mahārat.t.ha (Ch. Mohe lezha guo摩訶勒吒國).14 Neither Aggikkhandhopama,15 which
is found in the present Aṅguttaranikāya, nor Mahānāradakassapajātaka,16 which is found
in the present Khuddakanikāya, can be attributed to the Dharmaguptaka school. Erich
Frauwallner proposes that both Dhammarakkhitas in the mission are related to the origin
of the Dharmaguptaka school, but no historical evidence is presented in his hypothesis
(Frauwallner 1956, p. 22). There is no evidence to confirm a definite connection between
this Mahādhammarakkhita and the Dharmaguptaka school. Thus, it is a fact that Dingbin
distorted the meaning of the context by quoting fragments from passages in the Shanjianlü
piposha. As told by him, the Shanjianlü piposha and Sifen lü share a similar structure, and
many passages in both texts are corresponding 其與《四分》科段相當. As a result, he
misidentified the Shanjianlü piposha as a commentary on the Sifen lü due to his lack of
learning on the Theravādin vinaya. According to the historical records we have today,
Dingbin is the first one to misunderstand the Shanjianlü piposha as a commentary on the
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Sifen lü. That is to say, no later than the Kaiyuan period in the Tang dynasty, the school
affiliation of the Shanjianlü piposha had been interpreted as the Dharmaguptaka by the
Chinese Vinaya school.

Dingbin noticed the correspondence between the Shanjianlü piposha and Sifen lü, but he
presented no detailed discussion. M. Nagai and K. Mizuno have performed comparative
studies on both texts. M. Nagai points out that the ordering of the 85th–91st pācittiyas and
some Khandhaka (Ch. qiandu犍度) chapters in the Shanjianlü piposha are consistent with
those in the Sifen lü. Table 2 shows the comparison of relevant references in the Sifen lü,
Shanjianlü piposha, and Samantapāsādikā.

Table 2. A comparison of the ordering of the 85th–91st pācittiyas and khandhakas in the Sifen lü,
Shanjianlü piposha, and Samantapāsādikā.

The Sifen lü The Shanjianlü piposha The Samantapāsādikā

From the 85th to 91st pācittiyas

非時入聚落戒
rules for entering a village out of hours

非時入聚落戒
rules for entering a village out of hours

vikālagāmappavisana-sikkhāpada
(rules for entering a village out of hours)

過量床足戒 rules for excessive feet of
bedsteads and chairs 高床戒 rules for bedsteads and chairs sūcighara-sikkhāpada (rules for needle cases)

兜羅貯床褥戒 rules for bedsteads stuffed with
cotton

兜羅紵坐褥戒 rules for chairs stuffed with
cotton

mañca-sikkhāpada (rules for bedsteads and
chairs)

骨牙角
作針筒戒 rules for needle cases made of bones,
teeth and horns

針筒戒 rules for needle cases tūlonaddha-sikkhāpada (rules for bedsteads and
chairs stuffed with cotton)

過量尼師檀戒 rules for excessive mats 尼師檀戒 rules for mats nisı̄dana-sikkhāpada (rules for mats)

覆瘡衣過量戒 rules for excessive garments for
covering sores 覆瘡衣戒 rules for garments for covering sores kan. d. upat.icchādi-sikkhāpada (rules for garments

for covering sores)

雨衣過量戒 rules for excessive garments made
for the rainy season

雨浴衣戒 rules for garments made for the
rainy season

vassikasāt.ika-sikkhāpada (rules for garments
made for the rainy season)

Khandhakas

1受戒揵度 on the ordination of Buddhist
monks

1受戒犍度 on the ordination of Buddhist
monks

1. mahākhandhaka
(the great section) 1

2説戒揵度 2

on teaching the precepts 2布薩犍度 on the uposatha 2. uposathakkhandhaka (on the uposatha)

3安居揵度
on the rains 3安居犍度 on the rains 3. vassūpanāyikakkhandhaka (on the rains)

4自恣揵度
on teachings regarding self-indulgence 4皮革犍度 on the use of leather 4. pavāran. ākkhandhaka (on teachings regarding

self-indulgence)

5皮革揵度
on the use of leather 5衣犍度 on robes 5. cammakkhandhaka (on the use of leather)

6衣揵度
on robes 6藥犍度 on medicines 6. bhesajjakkhandhaka (on medicines)

7藥揵度
on medicines 7迦絺那衣犍度 on the kathina 7. kathinakkhandhaka (on the kathina)

8迦絺那衣揵度 on the kathina 8別住犍度 on isolation for improper conduct 8. cı̄varakkhandhaka (on robes)

9拘睒彌揵度 on [monks] at Kosambı̄ 9拘睒彌犍度 on [monks] at Kosambı̄ 9. campeyyakkhandhaka (on [monks] at Campā)

10瞻波揵度 on [monks] at Campā 10瞻波犍度 on [monks] at Campā 10. kosambakakkhandhaka (on [monks] at
Kosambı̄)

11呵責揵度 on rebuking quarrelsome monks 11滅諍犍度 on resolution of disputes 11. kammakkhandhaka (on formal acts)

12人揵度 3

on correction of minor crimes 12比丘尼犍度 on Buddhist nuns 12. pārivāsikakkhandhaka (on isolation for
improper conduct)
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Table 2. Cont.

The Sifen lü The Shanjianlü piposha The Samantapāsādikā

13覆藏揵度 on remedies for those who
conceal their crimes 13法犍度 on ritual performances 4 13. samuccayakkhandhaka (on accumulation of

[offences])

14遮揵度
on dealing with offenses not treated at the
uposatha

14. samathakkhandhaka (on settlements of legal
questions)

15破僧揵度
on destruction of the saṅgha

15. khuddakavatthukkhandhaka
(on minor matters)

16滅諍揵度
on resolution of disputes 16. senāsanakkhandhaka (on lodgings)

17比丘尼揵度 on Buddhist nuns 17. saṅghabhedakakkhandhaka (on destruction of
the saṅgha)

18法揵度
on ritual performances 18. vattakkhandhaka (on observances)

19房舍揵度 on lodgings 19. pātimokkhat.t.hapanakkhandhaka
(on suspending the pātimokkha)

20雜揵度 on miscellany 20. bhikkhunikkhandhaka (on Buddhist nuns)

21. pañcasatikakkhandhaka (on the Five
Hundred)

22. sattasatikakkhandhaka (on the Seven
Hundred)

1 “The mahākhandhaka” in Pāli sources deals with the ordination of Buddhist monks, which is equivalent to受戒
犍度. 2 The説戒揵度 in the Sifen lü deals with uposatha ceremony, which is equivalent to布薩犍度. 3 The人揵
度 in the Sifen lü deals with isolation for monks who are guilty of sam. ghāvaśes.a, which is equivalent to別住犍度.
4 The editors of the Taishō version interpret法犍度 as the Chinese translation for the Pāli vattakhandhaka. However,
in fact, the法犍度 in the Shanjianlü piposha deals with lodgings, which has its parallel in the senāsanakkhandhaka
chapter in the Samantapāsādikā. In Pāli sources, the vattakhandhaka chapter deals with Buddhist monks’ manners
and behaviors. The term法犍度 only appears in the Sifen lü and Shanjianlü piposha. In both texts, the chapters
before法犍度 are比丘尼犍度.

As is seen in Table 2, on the one hand, the khandhaka part of the Shanjianlü piposha is
much shorter than that of the Samantapāsādikā. On the other hand, except for the Biezhu
qiandu別住犍度, the order of the khandhaka chapters in the Shanjianlü piposha is nearly the
same as that in the Sifen lü. According to K. Mizuno, the Yao qiandu藥犍度 (the khandhaka
chapter on medicines) and Pige qiandu皮革犍度 (the khandhaka chapter on the use of leather)
not only share the same order in both the Shanjianlü piposha and Sifen lü, but they also have
the same textual content, which indicates the definite influence of the Dharmaguptaka
school on the Shanjianlü piposha (Mizuno 1996, pp. 89–96). Apart from this, in the Shanjianlü
piposha, there are precepts about the stūpa directly copied from the Sifen lü.

The two precepts about staying overnight in or hiding one’s things in a shrine of the
stūpa of the Buddha did not exist in the original Indic text. They did not exist because
when the Buddha was alive, there could not have been any stūpa of his. These precepts (in
the prātimoks.a) were laid down by the Buddha: [It is not allowed to] enter the stūpa with
leather-shoes on, or when one holds them in his hand; [It is not allowed to] enter the stūpa
of the Buddha with a leg-cover-shoe on, or when one holds it in his hand; [It is not allowed]
to eat at the foot of the stūpa of the Buddha, or to carry a dead body on one’s shoulders and
burn it at the foot of the stūpa of the Buddha, or to burn it in front of the stūpa, or to burn
the dead body around on any of the four sides of the stūpa. So also, one is not permitted
to carry the clothes or a bed-cot of a dead person across the foot of the stūpa. One is not
permitted to answer the calls of nature at the foot of a stūpa, nor in front of it, nor around
the stūpa of the Buddha. One is not permitted to approach the place for answering the calls
of nature while holding a Buddha image in his hand. One is not permitted to bite and chew
a tooth-stick at the foot of a stūpa of the Buddha, nor in front of it, nor around any of its four
sides. One is not permitted to drop mucus [from his nose], or saliva [from his mouth] at the
foot of a stūpa of the Buddha, or in its front, or any of the four sides. One is not permitted
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to stretch his legs towards a stūpa of the Buddha; nor can one place the Buddha image in a
room on a lower level. These precepts, more than twenty, did not exist in the original Indic
text, as the Buddha was alive and, hence, no stūpa existed.

佛塔中止宿及藏物，此二戒梵本無有。所以無者，佛在世未有塔。此戒佛在世

制。是故無著革屣入佛塔，手捉革屣入佛塔，著腹羅入佛塔，手捉腹羅入佛塔，

佛塔下食擔死尸，塔下燒死尸，向塔燒死尸，繞塔四邊燒死尸，不得擔死人衣及

床從塔下過，佛塔下大小便，向佛塔大小便，繞佛塔大小便，不得持佛像至大小

便處，不得佛塔下嚼楊枝，不得向佛塔嚼楊枝，不得繞佛塔四邊嚼楊枝，不得佛

塔下涕唾，不得向佛塔涕唾，不得繞佛塔四邊涕唾，向佛塔舒脚，安佛置下房。

此上二十戒，梵本無有，如來在世塔無佛故。17

K. Mizuno noticed this passage and found out that the prātimoks.a of the Sifen lü gives
rule nos. 60–85, dealing with the stūpa or image of the Buddha, to which this passage
closely corresponds.18 To sum up, the correspondence to the Sifen lü mainly lies in the latter
part (i.e., some pācittiya rules and khandhaka chapters) of the Shanjianlü piposha. Though the
corresponding part does not make up a major percentage of the total text, it shows a clear
indication of the Dharmaguptaka connection.

2.2.2. Gyōnen’s Interpretation

Dingbin’s work spread to Japan and deeply influenced Japanese Buddhism after
Jianzhen鑒真 (Jp. Ganjin, 688–763) crossed over to Japan in the Tianbao天寶 period of
the Tang dynasty (X. Wang 1979, annotated, pp. 88–96). Influenced by Dingbin, Gyōnen,
an eminent Japanese monk learned in doctrines of both the Xiangbu and Nanshan Vinaya
schools, also misinterpreted the Shanjianlü piposha as a commentary on the Sifen lü in his
Risshū Kōyō (Satō 1994, trans., p. 247), where he quoted Dingbin’s abovementioned passage
and gave further analysis as follows:

In the Shanjian善見 (i.e., Shanjianlü piposha), ancient masters are listed. However,
the chronology of these masters is not mentioned. It is said in this commentary
(i.e., Shanjianlü piposha), by the time the elders arrived in the Sim. haladvı̄pa, with
Moshentuo as the head master, 236 years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a had passed.
When Buddhist doctrines were transmitted to the Sim. haladvı̄pa, Moshentuo
who was the sixth patriarch in the lineage of vinaya masters, had been trans-
mitting and holding Buddhist doctrines at that time. The Tanwude, who is the
thirteenth patriarch in the lineage of vinaya masters, is identified by Dingbin
as the master of this Vinaya (i.e., the Sifen lü). Today it is clearly known that
the Tanwude, the master of Sifen lü, lived around one hundred years after the
Buddha’s nirvān. a. However, according to the Shanjian lun善見論 (i.e., the Shan-
jianlü piposha), Moshentuo, the sixth patriarch in the lineage, lived more than two
hundred years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a. So if [the date of] this Tanwude, the
thirteenth patriarch, [is ascribed to around one hundred years after the Buddha’s
nirvān. a], is it matchable [or reasonable]? [Of course, it is not the case.] Therefore,
it should be inferred that in the twenty schools of Buddhism, the Dharmaguptaka
school is also known as Fazang bu 法藏部, Fami bu法密部, Fahu bu法護部, and
Fazheng bu法正部, which emerged 380 years [after the Buddha’s nirvān. a].19 This
date could match the chronological record in the Jian lun見論 (i.e., the Shanjianlü
piposha). According to Dingbin, the master of Sifen lü, who lived around one
hundred years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a, had the same name with the founder
of the Dharmaguptaka school. Therefore, this founder is also considered as the
master of Sifen lü [due to promotion of the Sifen lü by the Dharmaguptaka school].
Isn’t there any contradiction in this statement?20

《善見》列諸師，未別指時代。然彼論云，爾時，諸大德到師子州中已，摩哂陀

爲上座，于時佛涅槃已二百三十六歲。佛法通流至師子州中，哂陀即是第六傳

律，乃在彼時，傳持佛法。彼第十三曇無德者，嵩岳定賓律師判云，其曇無德即

是此律主也。今詳，《四分》律主曇無德者，如來滅後百年時出，《善見論》
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意，第六摩哂陀既是二百餘年而出，況第十三豈相符乎？是故應言二十部中，曇

無德部，此云法藏，亦云法密，亦云法護，亦云法正。法藏三百八十年起，與

《見論》意時分相稱。嵩岳師意，彼興百年時《四分》律主其名既同，故後法藏

言此律主，有何遮妨？

The quoted passage indicates that Gyōnen agreed with Dingbin and had his own
further understanding. Firstly, he states that Tanwude, the master of Sifen lü, lived around
one hundred years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a, which is correspondent to the Chinese vinaya
master Zhihong’s志鴻 (alive in the Tang dynasty, dates of birth and death unknown) saying
in his Sifen lü xingshichao sou xuan lu四分律行事鈔搜玄錄 (Investigation: Study on [Daoxuan’s
Xingshi Chao]):

“Four-part” means: according to the Fufazang zhuan付法藏傳 (i.e., Fufazang yin
yuan zhuan付法藏因緣傳),優波毱多 (Skt. Upagupta) had five disciples. After
one hundred years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a, each of them believed in their own
claims for the vinaya which were taken as their own guidelines, and hereby the
basic vinaya was divided into five sects of classics. The proper name “four-part”
thus emerged. As ancient masters said, a vinaya master named Tanwude, four
times edited and transmitted the great [Vinaya]pit.aka in Eighty Recitations大藏八
十誦律, with full annotations and interpretations. Therefore, [the vinaya edited
and transmitted by Tanwude] is named “the Four-part [Vinaya]”.

言四分者，《付法藏傳》云，百年之後，優波毱多有五弟子，各執一見，以爲揩

准，遂分大藏，以爲五典。四分別號，從此而興，古師云，曇無德律主，於大藏

八十誦律中四度傳文，盡所詮相，故云四分。21

As is recorded in the Fufazang yin yuan zhuan付法藏因緣傳 (The Work Explaining The
Handing Down of Śākyamuni’s Teaching by Mahākāśyapa and The Olders), Upagupta, who lived
around one hundred years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a, was predicted by the Buddha to be
the one enriching all sentient beings.22 Tanwude was Upagupta’s disciple, both of whom
lived in the same period. However, as is said in the Shanjianlü piposha, at the time when
the elders arrived in the Sim. haladvı̄pa with Mahinda as their leading master, it was 236
years since the Buddha’s nirvān. a. 諸大德到師子洲中已，摩哂陀爲上座。于時佛涅槃已
二百三十六歲。23 That is to say, Mahinda, the sixth patriarch in the lineage, lived more
than two hundred years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a. In this case, how could Tanwude, the
thirteenth patriarch in the lineage, have lived around one hundred years after the Buddha’s
nirvān. a? Gyōnen’s answer is as follows: The Dharmaguptaka school emerged 380 years
after the Buddha’s nirvān. a. What Dingbin really meant is that this Tanwude, the thirteenth
patriarch in the lineage in the Shanjianlü piposha, should be referred to as the founder of the
Dharmaguptaka school that emerged in later times. Although he was also called Tanwude
and shared the same name with the master of Sifen lü who lived around one hundred years
after the Buddha’s nirvān. a, this Tanwude in the lineage was referred to as ci lüzhu此律主
(the master of this Vinaya (i.e., the master of Sifen lü)) as well because the Dharmaguptaka
school promoted the Sifen lü. In Gyōnen’s interpretation above, the master of Sifen lü
called Tanwude who lived around one hundred years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a was not
the founder of the Dharmaguptaka school of the sectarian period. The Dharmaguptaka
school, which specifically transmitted and promoted the Sifen lü, emerged more than two
hundred years after the edition and compilation of the Sifen lü. Thus, the founder of the
Dharmaguptaka school was also named Tanwude. Mahinda, the sixth patriarch in the
lineage, lived 236 years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a. Tanwude, the thirteenth patriarch in
the lineage, who should be the founder of the Dharmaguptaka school, lived around 380
years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a, much later than Mahinda. As Gyōnen finally concluded,
the identification of this Tanwude in the lineage as the founder of the Dharmaguptaka
school is matchable with the chronological record in the Shanjianlü piposha 與《見論》
意時分相稱. We can conclude that, in order to solve the possible chronological problem
in Dingbin’s narrative, Gyōnen thought of a seemingly reasonable explanation to justify
Dingbin’s lineage assertion.
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2.3. The Patriarchal Lineage of Vinaya Transmission in the Mohe sengqi lü摩訶僧祇律

In the Mohe sengqi lü ascribed to the Mahāsām. ghika school, a Chinese vinaya text trans-
lated by Faxian法顯 (337–422) in the Eastern Jin dynasty, there exists another patriarchal
lineage of vinaya transmission, as follows: Youboli優波離 (Upāli)→Tuosuopoluo陀娑婆
羅→Shutiposuo樹提陀娑→Qiduo耆哆→Genhu根護→Fagao法高→Juxi巨醯→Muduo
目哆→Nenghu能護→Mohena摩訶那→Moqiuduo摩求哆→Jusheluo 巨舍羅→Niuhu牛
護→Shanhu 善護→Huming護命→Chatuo差陀→Yeshe 耶舍→Futiluo弗提羅→Qipojia
耆婆伽→Fahu 法護→Tinajia 提那伽→Faqian 法錢→Longjue 龍覺→Fasheng 法勝→
Sengjiatipo僧伽提婆→Fushapotuoluo弗沙婆陀羅→Daoli道力.24 There are twenty-seven
masters in this lineage. However, their dates are not mentioned at all by the translator.
This lineage also has Upāli as its first patriarch. There is a master named Fahu in it, who is
interpreted by Gyōnen as follows:

In this vinaya text, although twenty-seven masters are listed, it is not known how
many years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a they lived. The twentieth master named
Fahu shared the same name as the master of Sifen lü. In the Root Section根本部,
the master of Sifen lü is Tanwude, who lived around one hundred years after the
Buddha’s nirvān. a. In the twenty schools, there is a Dharmaguptaka school, the
founder of which had the same name as his predecessor but kept the root text
Mohe sengqi根本摩訶僧祇.25 His date is 380 years [after the Buddha’s nirvān. a].
Isn’t there any contradiction? Though [the founder] had his own school affiliation,
he preached both [the Mohe sengqi lü and the Sifen lü].

彼律雖列二十七人，不明佛滅經幾許年。第二十師名曰法護，與《四分》律主名

全同。而是根本部《四分》律主是百年時。二十部中有法藏部，彼部主取前人法

名而持根本《摩訶僧祇》，在其三百八十年時，有何遮妨？雖有自計，兼弘爾

故。(Satō 1994, trans., p. 232)

The dates of these twenty-seven vinaya masters are not clear due to a lack of historical
evidence. According to Gyōnen, the name of the twentieth master (i.e., Fahu) and that
of the master of Sifen lü (i.e., Tanwude) from a Root Section are literally synonymous.26

The founder of the Dharmaguptaka school also took the name Tanwude, while he kept
the Mohe sengqi lü as well. As Gyōnen thought, there was no problem for the founder of
the Dharmaguptaka school to preach both the Mohe sengqi lü and Sifen lü, despite his own
school affiliation. With the aim of asserting that the Vinaya school had a direct lineage from
Indian patriarchs beginning with Upāli, Gyōnen made an artificial link between this Fahu
in the Mohe sengqi lü and the promotion of the Sifen lü, assuming that the transmission of
the Mohe sengqi lü was also linked to the Dharmaguptaka school.

3. Construction and Critique of Patriarchal Lineages of Vinaya School Starting
with Upāli

3.1. Construction of Patriarchal Lineages of Vinaya School Starting with Upāli

Besides Dingbin’s efforts to claim a direct lineage from Upāli, the discussion on the
origin of the Vinaya school continued in later periods. The Xiangbu Vinaya school declined
and gradually merged into the Nanshan Vinaya school after Dingbin (J. Wang 2008, p. 259).
In the Song dynasty, the construction of a patriarchal genealogy of the Vinaya school was a
prevailing practice among eminent monks for the purpose of inheriting and developing
the Nanshan Vinaya school.

The vinaya master Puning普寧 established five patriarchs:
Upāli→Fazheng法正 (i.e., Dharmagupta)→Jueming覺明 (i.e.,佛陀耶舍 Buddhayaśas,

the translator of the Sifen lü)→Zhishou→Nanshan南山 (i.e., Daoxuan).
Renyue仁嶽 established ten patriarchs:
Upāli→Fazheng→Jueming→Facong法聰→Daofu道覆→Huiguang慧光→Daoyun

道雲→Daohong道洪→Zhishou→Daoxuan.
Shouren守仁 established seven patriarchs:
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Upāli→ Fazheng→Jueming→Facong→Zhishou→Daoxuan→the authors of the
Zenghuiji增輝記主.27

Likewise, Renkan仁堪 established seven patriarchs:
Upāli→Fazheng→Tandi曇諦→Jueming→Facong→ Zhishou→Daoxuan.28

These four masters from the Nanshan Vinaya school claimed that the vinaya canon
was handed down directly from Upāli to Fazheng, the founder of the Dharmaguptaka
school. But the accurate dates of both Upāli and Dharmagupta are obscure. Nothing
seems to have predestined Dharmagupta to become the successor to Upāli. In this case, the
order of the basic succession—from Upāli to Dharmagupta—was called into question and
severely criticized by Yuanzhao, an eminent monk from the Nanshan Vinaya school of the
same period.

3.2. Yuanzhao’s Criticism

Yuanzhao opposed such a construction of patriarchal genealogies going back to Upāli
in the Zhiyuan yibian芝園遺編 (The Collected Posthumous Works of Yuanzhao), edited by his
disciple Daoxun道询:

Upāli was identified as the first patriarch by these four masters. However, there
are three reasons for such an untenable lineage assertion. Firstly, the fundamental
vinayapit.aka compiled and recited by Upāli is the present Mohe sengqi lü ascribed
to a Root Section. Although the [Dharmaguptaka] school which the Sifen lü is
ascribed to have derived from this [Root Section], the fundamental sects and
their branches co-existed and competed with each other, starting in the sectarian
period. As a result, they are attributed to different school affiliations. Aren’t
these not recorded in the preface [to the Sifen lü]? What Chao鈔 (i.e., Daoxuan’s
Sifenlü shanfan buque xingshichao四分律刪繁補闕行事鈔) is based on is the Dhar-
maguptaka school. How could the person who has compiled [the vinaya of a
Root] Section be the first patriarch of this [Dharmaguptaka] school? Thus the
[Dharmaguptaka school we have] today should not base on this. This is the first
reason for such an untenable [lineage assertion].

四師並以波離爲始祖，其所不可者三焉。且波離結集誦律，即今《僧祇》根本部

也。《四分》一宗，雖從彼出，然派分已後，本枝競行，彼此相望，號爲異部，

序不云乎？曇無德部，《鈔》者所宗，安有結集彼部之人，而預此宗之祖？此謂

非今所宗，一不可也。29

According to Yuanzhao, the fundamental vinayapit.aka compiled and recited by Upāli
is the Mohe sengqi lü ascribed to a Root Section僧祇根本部 in Indian Buddhism.30 After the
council of the five hundred saints, the denominational split in Indian Buddhism is rather
complicated. Only the master who compiled the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya could be revered as
the first patriarch of this school.

The second reason given by Yuanzhao is as follows: Moreover, though Upāli is credited
with the achievements of compiling the vinaya, he is not the one transmitting it. In addition,
Tanwude’s master is Juduo毱多 (i.e., Youbojuduo優波毱多). [The learning of] Juduo could
date back to Qieye迦葉 (Skt. Kāśyapa). The genealogy [beginning with Kāśyapa] differs
greatly from that [beginning with Upāli]. How could this be confused?

又，波離雖有結集之功,不在傳法之數。況曇無德師本承毱多,毱多已上,至于迦
葉,師承頗異,安可混同？31

According to the Siji私記 (private record) of the Mohe sengqi lü,

After the Buddha’s nirvān. a, Mahākāśyapa, who held eighty-four thousand dharma
baskets compiled the vinayapit.aka as to be the tenet of masters. After
Mahākāśyapa’s nirvān. a, the elder Ānanda (Ch. Anan阿難) also held eighty-four
thousand dharma baskets, and then the elder Madhyāntika (Ch. Motiandi末田地)
also held eighty-four thousand dharma baskets, and then the elder Śān. akavāsa (Ch.
Shenaposi舍那婆斯) also held eighty-four thousand dharma baskets. And then the
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elder Upagupta, who was predicted by the Buddha to become the Buddha with-
out the thirty-two or eighty marks (Skt. nirlaks.an. a-buddha, alaks.ana-buddha;
Ch. Wuxiang fo無相佛), could not hold eighty-four thousand dharma baskets,
as is said in the Xiangmo yin yuan 降魔因緣 (Nidāna on Overcoming Demons).
Consequently, five divisions arose: the Dharmagupta (Ch. Tanmojueduo曇摩
崛多) being the earliest, then the Mahı̄śāsaka (Ch. Mishasai彌沙塞) being the
second, the Kāśyapı̄ya (Ch. Jiayewei迦葉維) being the third, the Sarvāstivāda
(Ch. Sapoduo薩婆多) being the fourth.

佛泥洹後，大迦葉集律藏爲大師宗，具持八萬法藏。大迦葉滅後，次尊者阿難亦

具持八萬法藏，次尊者末田地，亦具持八萬法藏，次尊者舍那婆斯，亦具持八萬

法藏，次尊者優波崛多，世尊記無相佛，如降魔因緣中說，而不能具持八萬法

藏。於是遂有五部名生：初曇摩崛多別爲一部，次彌沙塞別爲一部，次迦葉維複

爲一部，次薩婆多。32

In Sengyou’s僧佑 (445–518) Chu sanzang ji ji出三藏記集 (Collected Records concerning
the Tripit.aka), similar stories of Mahākāśyapa and Upagupta are also told in its Xinji lü
fenwei wubu jilu新集律分爲五部記錄 (Records on the newly compiled vinaya divided into five
divisions). Yuanzhao was influenced by these records and argued that Dharmagupta was
not the successor to Upāli. His further analysis is as follows:

According to the Datang nei dian lu大唐內典錄 (A Catalog of The Buddhist Library
in The Tang Dynasty) [made] by Daoxuan, Upāli handed the vinayapit.aka over
to his disciple Dāsaka, Dāsaka handed it over to his disciple Sonaka, Sonaka
handed it over to his disciple Siggava, Siggava handed it over to his disciple Tissa
Moggaliputta. Tissa Moggaliputta handed it over to his disciple Zhantuobashe

(Pā. Can. d. avajji). The names of masters in the middle of this lineage are
not evident. Finally, the vinayapit.aka was handed over to Sengjiabaluo
(Saṅghabhadra). It is known that Upāli started another lineage that merely
promoted the Sthavira-vinaya. How could [Saṅghabhadra ascribed to] the Fazheng
[bu] (i.e., the Dharmaguptaka school) get inserted into this lineage to inherit the
Sthavira-vinaya?

又案南山《內典錄》云，波離以律藏付弟子陀寫俱，俱付須俱，須俱付悉伽婆，

婆付目揵連子帝須，須付 。中間不顯名氏，乃至付 。是則波

離別分一枝，專弘上座一律，安得橫以法正繼其後乎？33

This passage is mainly copied from the Lidai sanbao ji歷代三寶記:

Upāli compiled the vinayapit.aka after the Buddha’s nirvān. a. Immediately after that,
on the fifteenth day of the seventh month of the same year, they held the pravāran. ā
ceremony. They worshipped the vinayapit.aka with fragrant flowers and made a
dot at the front of the vinayapit.aka. Year after year they did so. At the time Upāli
was about to enter nirvān. a, he handed the vinayapit.aka over to his disciple Dāsaka.
At the time Dāsaka was about to enter nirvān. a, he handed the vinayapit.aka over to
his disciple Son. aka. At the time Son. aka was about to enter nirvān. a, he handed the
vinayapit.aka over to his disciple Siggava. At the time Siggava was about to enter
nirvān. a, he handed the vinayapit.aka over to his disciple Moggaliputta Tissa. At the
time Moggaliputta Tissa was about to enter nirvān. a, he handed the vinayapit.aka
over to his disciple Can. d. avajji.34 In this way, it was transmitted from master to
master until the present trepit.aka and dharma master. This trepit.aka and dharma
master arrived with the vinayapit.aka in Guangzhou. Just before he was about to
go on board a ship to return home and leave, he handed the vinayapit.aka over to
his disciple Saṅghabhadra. Saṅghabhadra, with the śraman. a Sengyi translated
the Shanjian piposha善見毗婆沙 (i.e., the Shanjianlü piposha) in the sixth year of
Yongming永明六年 (488 A.D.) in the Zhulin Monastery 竹林寺in Guangzhou.
On account of that, they stayed together for the rainy season retreat. Having held
the pravāran. ā ceremony and worshipped the vinayapit.aka with fragrant flowers at
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midnight [on the 15th] of the seventh month, in the seventh year of Yongming永
明七年 (489 A.D.), they added a dot [to the record] as the former masters did.

佛涅槃後優波離既結集律藏訖，即於其年七月十五日受自恣竟，以香華供養律

藏，便下一點置律藏前，年年如是。優波離欲涅槃，持付弟子陀寫俱;陀寫俱欲
涅槃,付弟子須俱; 須俱欲涅槃,付弟子悉伽婆;悉伽婆欲涅槃, 付弟子目揵連子
帝須; 目揵連子帝須欲涅槃, 付弟子旃陀跋闍。如是師師相付, 至今三藏法師。
三藏法師將律藏至廣州臨上舶反還去, 以律藏付弟子僧伽跋陀羅。羅以永明六
年（488）共沙門僧猗，于廣州竹林寺譯出此《善見毗婆沙》。因共安居，以
永明七年（489）庚午歲七月半夜受自恣竟，如前師法。以香華供養律藏訖，即
下一點.35

“A dotted record of many sages眾聖點記” is considered to be one of the most im-
portant historical sources for calculating the date of the historical Buddha. However, its
authenticity was questioned as early as the Tang dynasty by Zhisheng 智昇, who em-
phasized that the Shanjianlü piposha is a vinaya commentary that interprets the tenets of
a particular denomination and explains the outline釋一家義，撮要而解 rather than an
original vinaya canon recited by Upāli, and thus, it is not possible that the dotted record
started from Upāli.36 Yuanzhao also finds Fei Changfang’s record questionable because
Upāli and his later disciples merely promoted the Sthavira-vinaya 專弘上座一律, which
means that Saṅghabhadra, a monk attributed to the Dharmaguptaka school, cannot be
forcibly added to this genealogy. Influenced by his predecessors, Yuanzhao also identified
the Shanjianlü piposha as a commentary on the Sifen lü. In his Sifen lü xingshichao zi chi ji
四分律行事鈔資持記 (Commentary to Help Upholding the Vinaya for the Manual for Practice
Based on the Sifen lü), he says, “This vinaya commentary is composed by five hundred
arhats and is a commentary on the Sifen lü.” 此論五百羅漢造, 釋《四分律》。37 Here,
“this vinaya commentary” refers to the Shanjianlü piposha. This narrative was copied from
the Sifen lü xingshichao jianzheng ji四分律行事鈔簡正記 (A Collection of the Fine Comments
from the Subcommentaries of the Sifen lü xing shi chao) by Jingxiao 景霄, a monk from the
Nanshan Vinaya school as well: The so-called Shanjian (i.e., the Shanjianlü piposha) means
it is co-composed by five hundred arhats and is a commentary on the Sifen lü 所言善見
者, 謂五百羅漢共造, 斯論解《四分律》。38 Among documents that predate Yuanzhao,
this narrative is only seen in Jingxiao’s work. They both claimed that the original Indic
text of the Shanjianlü piposha arose during the First Council, but they gave no evidence
to justify their claim. As far as I can see, the precise date of the Samantapāsādikā is also
not mentioned in either the Pāli sources or Chinese translation. Nothing can demonstrate
that any vinaya canon we see today came into being during the First Council. I assume
Jingxiao’s narrative is based on his own sectarian bias and reflects his emphasis on the
orthodoxy in the Nanshan Vinaya school, which could be traced to the First Council. 39

Yuanzhao further states,

In vinaya canons, it is Ānanda and Śāriputra (Ch. Shenzi 身子) that asked
the Buddha about problems in the rules when the Buddha was alive. Besides,
Śāriputra asked the Buddha to regulate rules, which was the beginning of the
vinaya canons. His contribution is greater. Why isn’t he the first patriarch? At
the beginning of the Sifen lü, Upāli is called the beginner.40 That is because the
master of a section 部主 would compile the vinaya with a desire for all [five
hundred] saints’ verification. Upāli collected all helpful opinions from saints
and thus is called a beginner. If one rigidly adheres to the literal meaning and
makes Upāli the first patriarch, the five hundred saints [in the First Council] are
all witnesses and participants to the compilation of the vinaya and thus should
be the first patriarchs as well. Why is Upāli the only one to be the first? This is
not transmission [of the vinaya]. This is the second reason for such an untenable
[lineage assertion].

若謂佛世多所疑問者，律中阿難、身子請決尤多。況身子請佛制戒，爲發起之

端，其功益大，何不爲祖？若謂律序初標波離爲首者，此乃部主將與集律，祈本
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眾聖，以爲證信。而波離結集當眾之長，故言爲首耳。苟泥此文，必立爲祖，則

餘身證者五百之眾，同是所祈，皆應爲祖，豈特波離乎？此謂不係傳襲。二不可

也。41

The third reason given by Yuanzhao is as follows:

Moreover, if we refer to the Fufazang yin yuan zhuan with Indian origin, as well as
Buddhist sūtras and abhidharmas introduced into this kingdom, no schools would
consider the one who compiled the canons as their first patriarch. If a certain
first patriarch should be determined, it ought to follow the canonical corpora.
For example, is Ānanda identified as the first patriarch [in any Buddhist text] ?
However, there is no such example.

又，歷觀西天《付法藏》，傳此土經論之家，未見取結集者爲祖。必如所立，亦

應經宗，例以阿難爲祖邪？此無此例。42

The person who recited and compiled the texts in Buddhist councils is never treated
as the first patriarch in Buddhist scriptures or historiographic works, such as the Fufazang
yinyuan zhuan. As Yuanzhao said, if the one who recited and compiled the texts could
be honored as the first patriarch, then Ānanda should be the choice, for the reason that
Ānanda’s listening to Buddha’s teaching is a regular narration in Buddhist scriptures. There
are many stories about Ānanda’s direct learning from the Buddha about the regulation of
rules in the vinaya canon as well. However, the schools of Huayan華嚴, Tiantai天台, Chan
禪, and other schools never regard Ānanda, who recited the texts, as their first patriarch. In
the same case, Upāli cannot be revered as the first patriarch in the lineage of the Vinaya
school. Therefore, Yuanzhao wrote the Nanshan lüzong zucheng tulu南山律宗祖承圖錄 (An
Illustrated Catalogue of the lineage of the Nanshan Vinaya school) to identify nine patriarchs
of the Vinaya school, in which Dharmagupta is honored as the first patriarch. This was
approved by contemporaries and, later, Buddhists. Gyōnen also quotes Yuanzhao’s lineage
of nine patriarchs in his narrative on the history of the Vinaya school in his Risshū Kōyō
(Satō 1994, trans., p. 254).

4. Conclusions

This study pinpoints several aspects for further discussion.
Upāli is identified as the first patriarch in the patriarchal lineages of vinaya transmis-

sion in both the Pāli Vinaya commentary Samantapāsādikā and its parallel Chinese version,
the Shanjianlü piposha, as well as in the Mohe sengqi lü, according to his reciting and com-
piling of the vinaya in the First Council. Yet, the latter two lineages were incorrectly
interpreted by monks from the Vinaya school after the Shanjianlü piposha and Mohe sengqi lü
were introduced into China and Japan.

The original Indian text of the Shanjianlü piposha was not known to Dingbin or other
monks from the Vinaya school. Because the Shanjianlü piposha shares a very similar structure
with that of the Sifen lü and both have corresponding passages, Dingbin misunderstood
the Shanjianlü piposha as a commentary on the Sifen lü. In the patriarchal lineage recorded
in the Shanjianlü piposha, there exists a “mistranslated” Tanwude, who is not found in its
parallel in the Pāli sources. All these factors made Dingbin conceive this patriarchal lineage
according to his sectarian bias.

Gyōnen followed Dingbin’s assumption and further identified the patriarchal lineage
in the Shanjianlü piposha as a patriarchal lineage of the Dharmaguptaka school. Apart from
this, Fahu, in the patriarchal lineage in the Mohe sengqi lü, was also interpreted by Gyōnen
as a patriarch transmitting the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya. That is to say, seen from Gyōnen’s
sectarian bias, any name that shares a literally synonymous meaning with Tanwude could
be associated with the transmission of the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya. Both Dingbin and Gyōnen
made great efforts to “present/promote” the Vinaya school with an orthodox Indian origin
that could date back to Upāli. Because little learning about Indian Buddhism and original
Indic texts was known to monks from the Vinaya school in medieval China and Japan,
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Dingbin and Gyōnen could justify themselves in their narratives, and their explanations
seemed convincing to those who knew little about Indian Buddhism.

During the Tang and Song dynasties, many Vinaya school monks studied both the
Xiangbu and Nanshan Vinaya schools, although the former gradually merged into the
latter in a later period. In the Northern Song dynasty, during the time when the Vinaya
school had a temporary revival, Upāli was usually honored as the first patriarch in the
various patriarchal genealogies of vinaya transmission constructed by eminent Chinese
monks, which also revealed their will to orthodoxy. Yuanzhao, a renowned Nanshan
Vinaya master of the same period, criticized this false construction, and he furthermore
determined another patriarchal lineage of the transmission of the Vinaya school, in which
the Indian patriarch Dharmagupta is made the first patriarch. This lineage determined by
Yuanzhao also indicates his will to Indian Buddhist orthodoxy, and it receives the most
attention, which both sectarian apologists and modern scholars have relied on.

Therefore, based on the narratives of monks from the Chinese and Japanese Vinaya
schools, we can conclude that their own interpretations of the patriarchal lineages starting
with Upāli in Indian vinaya texts that were later translated into Chinese are not historically
reliable, while their orthodox construction of the patriarchal lineages beginning with Upāli,
as well as later criticisms, fully display their limited knowledge of Indian Buddhism.
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Abbreviations

Ch. Chinese
Jp. Japanese
Pā. Pāli
Skt. Sanskrit
T Taishō shinshū daizōkyō. Takakusu Junjirō高楠順次郎 and Watanabe Kaigyoku渡邊海旭 eds.

Taishō shinshū daizōkyō大正新修大蔵経 [Buddhist Canon Compiled under the Taishō Era (1912–1926)].
100 vols. Tokyo: Taishō issaikyō kankōkai大正一切経刊行会, 1924–1932.

X Xinbian wanzi xu zangjing. Nakano Tatsue中野達慧, et al., eds. Dai Nihon zokuzōkyō大日本續
藏經 150 vols. Kyoto: Zokyō shoin, 1905–1912. Rpt. Xinbian wanzi xu zangjing新編卍字續藏
經 [Buddhist Canon, Continued] Taipei: Xinwenfeng, 1968–1978. Rpt, Chinese Buddhist Electr-
onic Texts Association中華電子佛典協會, CBETA Electronic Tripitaka Collection電子佛典集
成 Taipei: 1998–2018.

Notes

1 Regarding the literature review on this issue, see Robson (2011).
2 Regarding this issue, see Wu (2018a, 2018b).
3 Shanjianlü piposha 2, T no. 1462: 24. 684b16-c11.
4 According to Jayawickrama, there is the lacuna of a pāda here. But the PTS version does not take this into account in the

arrangement of the stanza. See Jayawickrama (1962, p. 181).
5 The Pāli passages and stanzas here are based on Takakusu and Nagai (1975, 2nd edition, pp. 61–63) and Jayawickrama (1962, pp.

181–82).
6 For an English translation, see Jayawickrama (1962, pp. 55–56). My translation is slightly different from Jayawickrama’s.
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7 Oldenberg (1982, 3rd edition, pp. 2–3). The same succession of vinaya masters is also recorded in the Pāli chronicles Mahāvam. sa
and the Dı̄pavam. sa. For an investigation on this lineage’s connections with inscriptions, Vincent Tournier shows how the
epigraphic record of Āndhradeśa contains interesting clues with respect to the Tāmraparn. ı̄ya monks’ self-representation, the
echoes existing between inscriptions composed under their influence and the phraseology and terminology of Pāli Vinaya and
historical writings. See Tournier (2018).

8 Shanjianlü piposha 5, T no. 1462: 24. 708a17–19. The parallel Pāli text reads, nānānāmā ti buddharakkhito dhammarakkhito tiādi
nāmavasena vividhanāmā. nānāgottā ti gotamo moggallāno tiādi gottavasena vividhagottā. See Takakusu and Nagai (1975, 2nd
edition, p. 187). Here, the Chinese text corresponds to the Pāli source.

9 Shanjianlü piposha 10, T no. 1462: 24. 740a18–23.
10 Regarding Dingbin’s life biography, see Moro (2003) and L. Wang (2019).
11 According to the Shanjianlü piposha, there are twenty-four masters in the lineage from Tissa Moggaliputta and Mahinda to Sı̄va.
12 Sifen lüshu shi zong yi ji 3, X no. 733: 42. 41b1–21.
13 Lidai sanbao ji 5, T no. 2034: 49. 79b.
14 Shanjianlü piposha 2, T no. 1462: 24. 684b.
15 The Aggikkhandhopama has Chinese parallels in the Mujiyu木積喻 (T no. 425) in the Zhong ahan jing中阿含經, and in the Kushu枯

樹 (T no. 689) in the Zengyi ahan jing增一阿含經.
16 The Mahānāradakassapajātaka has no Chinese parallels.
17 Shanjianlü piposha 16, T no. 1462: 24. 787a27–b12. My translation is slightly different from that of Bapat and Hirakawa.
18 In the English translation, Bapat and Hirakawa also give relevant numbers in this passage in the brackets (see Bapat and Hirakawa

(1970, pp. 487–88)).
19 In the documents that predate the Risshū Kōyō, this saying only appears in Jingxiao’s Sifen lü xingshichao jian zheng ji: Within

the Sthaviravāda, there existed more sages and less ordinary persons. The Sthaviravāda remained in perfect harmony within
two hundred years. At the beginning of the third century [after the Buddha’s nirvān. a], there was a little dissension and it was
divided into two schools: 1. the Sarvāstivāda, 2. the [original] Sthaviravāda, which changed its name into the Haimavata school.
Subsepuently 320 years [after the Buddha’s nirvān. a], one school named Vātsı̄putrı̄ya issued from the Sarvāstivāda. Subsepuently
330 years [after the Buddha’s nirvān. a], four schools sprang from the Vātsı̄putrı̄ya: 1. the Dhammottarı̄ya, 2. the Bhadrāyan. ı̄ya, 3.
the Sammatı̄ya, 4. the Channagirika. Subsepuently 360 years [after the Buddha’s nirvān. a], another school, the Mahı̄śāsaka, issued
from the Sarvāstivāda. Subsepuently 380 years [after the Buddha’s nirvān. a], one school named the Dharmaguptaka (or called
Fami bu) issued from the Mahı̄śāsaka. 其上座部，聖多凡小，二百年內，和合一味。至三百年初，有小乖諍，分爲二部，一説
一切有部，二上座部轉名雪山部。次三百二十年，從一切有部，分出一部，名犢子部。次三百三十年後，從犢子部中，分出四

部，一法上部，二賢胄部，三正量部，四蜜林山部。次三百六十年，從一切有部復分出一部，名化地部。次三百八十年，從化

地部中，流出一部，名法藏部，或云法蜜。 See Sifen lü xingshichao jian zheng ji 1, X no. 737: 43. 21a10–b20. The cited passage
deals with the divisions in the Sthaviravāda school, which Jingxiao mainly copies from the Yibu zong lun lun異部宗輪論 (A
Treatise [called] the wheel of doctrines of different schools) translated by Xuanzang玄奘. However, Jingxiao’s version is quite different
from Xuanzang’s translation in the dates of school divisions. According to Jingxiao, the Dharmaguptaka school emerged 380
years after the Buddha’s nirvān. a, while in Xuanzang’s translation, it is stated, Immediately afterwards, during this third century,
another school, the Mahı̄śāsaka, issued from the Sarvāstivāda. Immediately afterwards, during the same century, one school
named the Dharmaguptaka issued from the Mahı̄śāsaka. 次後於此第三百年，從説一切有部，復出一部，名化地部。次後於此第
三百年，從化地部流出一部，名法藏部。 See T no. 2031: 49. 15b14–16. For the English translation of this passage in the Yibu
zong lun lun異部宗輪論, see Masuda (1925, p. 16).

20 (Satō 1994, trans., pp. 234–35). This passage is also found in Gyōnen’s Risshū Gyōkanshō律宗瓊鑑章 (see律宗瓊鑑章6, dai nihon
bukkyō zensho大日本仏教全書 105, p. 30).

21 Sifen lü xingshichao sou xuan lu 1, X no. 732: 41. 839b22–c2. Zhihong’s Sifen lü xingshichao sou xuan lu is recorded in Eichō’s永
超Tōiki dentō mokuroku東域傳燈目錄 (Catalog of the Transmission of the Torch to the East). That is to say, it was transmitted into Japan
after the Tang dynasty. See T no. 2183: 55. 1156a2.

22 Fufazang yin yuan zhuan 3, T no. 2058: 50. 306a9–11. This passage about the division of five sects in the Fufazang yin yuan zhuan is
extensively quoted in the donors’ inscriptions in Dunhuang Cave 196. In addition, it is also stated in the donors’ inscriptions in
Dunhuang that the master of the Sifen lü is Tanwude. Regarding this issue, see Sheng (2017).

23 Shanjianlü piposha 2, T no. 1462: 24. 687a10–11. Here, it perfectly corresponds with its parallel in the Pāli sources. Regarding the
dates of Mahinda and other vinaya masters in the lineage in the Pāli sources, see Mori (1984, pp. 455–56).

24 Mohe sengqi lü 32, T no. 1425: 22. 492c17–493a14.
25 The term genben mohe sengqi根本摩訶僧祇 (the root text Mohe sengqi, or the Mohe sengqi lü ascribed to a Root Section) is also found

in Yuanzhao’s work. I will discuss it in the following note.
26 The term genbenbu sifen lü 根本部四分律 (the Sifen lü from a Root Section) reflects Yuanzhao’s possible influence on Gyōnen.

In his Sifen lü xingshichao zi chi ji, Yuanzhao states, From the Root Section, Venerable Fazheng edited and compiled the texts
according to his own willing. Where he suspended his preach, there he marked with “one part 一分”. [The texts from the Root
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Section] was finally edited into a single volumn after he made such marks four times, thus this volunmn is called “Four-part
vinaya”. 以法正尊者於根本部中，隨己所樂, 采集成文, 隨説止處，即爲一分。凡經四番，一部方就，故號四分。 See T no.
1805: 40. 158a24–26.

27 Here, the authors of the Zenghuiji 增輝記主 possibly means the authors of the Xingshichao zenghuiji行事鈔增暉記 (A Zenghui
Record on Daoxuan’s Xingshichao) (i.e., the vinaya master Huize 慧則 and his disiple Xijue 希覺 in Qianfo Monastery 千佛寺
in Qiantang 錢塘 in the period of Ten States 十國). See the Xingshichao zhujiaji biaomu 行事鈔諸家記標目 (A Catalogue of
Subcommentaries on Daoxuan’s Xingshichao), X no. 741: 44. 304c21–22. For an investigation on the Zenghuiji, see Zhan (2021).

28 Zhiyuan yibian 3, X no. 1104: 59. 647a5–12.
29 Zhiyuan yibian 3, X no. 1104: 59. 647a15–19.
30 The term genben mohe sengqi is also seen in the abovementioned Gyōnen work. Here, Yuanzhao’s opinion can also be found in

Daoxuan’s Sifenlü shanfan buque xingshichao四分律刪繁補闕行事鈔 (the Sifen lü, Unnecessary Details Removed and Gaps Filled from
Other Sources): “The original texts [quoted here] means: The Mohe sengqi lü ascribed to a Root Section, and the others are ascribled
to five divisions: 1. The Dharmaguptaka, that is the Four-Part Vinaya (Sifen lü), which the Sifenlü shanfan buque xingshichao is
based on; 2. The Sarvāstivāda, that is the Vinaya of Ten Recitations (Shisong lü); 3. The Mahı̄śāsaka, that is the Five-part Vinaya
(Wufen lü); 4. The Kāśyapı̄ya, that is the Vinaya of Extrication (Jietuo lü, i.e., the Jietuo jie jing解脫戒經), the prātimoks.a of which is
existant; 5. The Vātsı̄putrı̄ya whose vinaya has not come [to China].”言正本者，《僧祇律》是根本部，餘是五部。曇無德部，
《四分律》也，《鈔》者所宗。薩婆多部，《十誦律》也。彌沙塞部，《五分律》也。迦葉遺部，《解脫律》，此有戒本。婆

麁富羅部，律本未至。See Sifenlü shanfan buque xingshichao 1, T no. 1804: 40. 3b23–25. Dajue 大覺 (dates of birth and death
unknown), another monk from the Nanshan Vinaya school in the Tang dynasty, further argues in his Sifenlü xingshichao pi四分
律行事鈔批 (A Critical Study on [Daoxuan’s] Sifenlü Xingshi Chao), “The Mohe sengqi lü is ascribed to a Root Section. The Sengqi
school is called Mahāsam. ghika in the foreign language, here it is called ‘Large community (dazhong大眾)’. This means the
council inside the city [of Rājagr.ha], which is called the ‘Section of the High-seated’ with Kāśyapa as the leader. This is named
after the senior age [of Kāśyapa]. Zhong 眾 means the group of five hundred saints, thus is called the ‘Section of the Large
Community’. This ‘Section of the High-seated’ is also called the ‘Section of the Large Community’, which is actually not the
‘Section of the Great Community’ gathering outside the city [of Rājagr.ha]. The five divisions we have today derived from the
former ‘Section of the Large Community’ organized by the High-seated, thus is called sengqi僧祇. The ‘Section of the Great
Community’ gathering outside the city is not the base of the Sifen lü. Therefore, the Mohe sengqi lü is identified as a root text
of the five divisions. According to the Dajijing大集經 (i.e., Dafangdeng da ji jing大方等大集經), [the Buddha said, my disciples
should] read extensively books of five divisions, which are thus called the Mohe sengqi. Here says “read extensively books
of five divisions”, that is to say, [the Mohe sengqi] is not any [certain division] of the five divisions, and so it is identified as
a root section.” 《僧祇律》是根本部者，僧祇部，外國云摩訶僧祇（Mahāsam. ghika），此云大眾。此是[王舍]城內前結集
者，名上座部，以迦葉在座年老得名也。眾既五百，名大眾部。呼此上座部爲大眾部耳，實非城外結集之大眾部也。今茲五

部，皆從前上座之大眾部出，故呼僧祇。城外大眾部，非四分之根本也，所以將《僧祇》爲五部根本。據《大集經》云，廣博

遍覽五部經書，是故名爲摩訶僧祇。既言遍覽五部，明知非五部數，故判爲根本部。See Sifen lü xingshi chao pi 1, X no. 736: 42.
623a9–16. According to Dajue, during the First Council, there existed two groups of saints: one group of five hundred saints
with Mahākāśyapa as their leading elder who compiled the vinaya inside the city of Rājagr.ha, in which Upāli recited it as the
only systematic set of rules of the Buddha, and another group of one thousand saints who performed the compilation outside
the city of Rājagr.ha, which is called the “Section of the Great Community” due to the greater number of saints. The later five
divisions are derived from the council in which the group of five hundred saints beginning with Mahākāśyapa gathered (i.e.,
the “Section of the Large Community organized by the High-seated上座之大眾部” in Dajue’s narrative). That is why the Mohe
sengqi lü is regarded as a root text. This report, as far as I can see, is also repeated in Yuanzhao’s Sifen lü xingshichao zi chi ji四分
律行事鈔資持記. (See T no. 1805: 40. 170a6–10.) But the expressions “compilation inside the city城內結集” and “compilation
outside the city城外結集” only appear here in Dajue’s work, while Yuanzhao states “compilation inside the [Pippala-]cave窟內
結集” and “compilation outside the [Pippala-]cave窟外結集” instead. It seems that, here, the division between Shangzuo上座
and Dazhong大眾 was a natural one that occurred during the First Council rather than a schism, which only occurred around the
events of the Second Council in Pāt.aliputra. Yuanzhao argues that what Upāli recited in the First Council is the root text the Mohe
sengqi lü. It is quite possible that Dajue exerted an influence on Yuanzhao’s identification. Therefore, regarding the terms genben
mohe sengqi根本摩訶僧祇 or sengqi genbenbu僧祇根本部, it seems that Daoxuan, Dajue, Yuanzhao, and Gyōnen shared some
common narrative lore, which indicates that they all assumed that the formation of the Mohe sengqi lü was earlier than vinaya
texts attributed to other schools.

31 Zhiyuan yibian 3, X no. 1104: 59. 647a19–21.
32 Mohe sengqi lü 40, T no. 1425: 22. 548b9–17.
33 Zhiyuan yibian 3, X no. 1104: 59. 647a21–24.
34 Can. d. avajji is treated as a disciple of Tissa Moggaliputta in the narrative of the Lidai sanbao ji. However, this Can. d. avajji is Tissa

Moggaliputta’s teacher according to the Shanjianlü piposha: “Has learnt the line of succession of his teachers and has retained it
without letting it slip from memory” means: Upāli learnt [the Vinaya] from the Tathāgata; Dāsaka learnt it from Upāli; Son. aka
from Dāsaka; Siggava from Son. aka, Moggaliputta Tissa from Siggava and Can. d. avajji. Thus the succession of teachers continues
until it reaches the present. 次第從師受持不忘者，優波離從如來受，陀寫俱從優波離受，須提那俱從陀寫俱受，悉伽婆從須那
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俱受，目揵連子帝須從悉伽婆受、又栴陀跋受，如是師師相承，乃至於今。See Shanjianlü piposha 6, T no. 1462: 24. 716c25–29.

Here, both Zhantuoba 栴陀跋 and Zhantuobashe are transliterations of Can. d. avajji. The Shanjianlü piposha relates the
same as the Pāli Samantapāsādikā and chronicles: namely, that Can. d. avajji was the teacher of Moggaliputta Tissa, not his successor.
W. Pachow has pointed out that the sixth name Can. d. avajji that Fei Changfang gave here is a mistake. See Pachow (1965).

35 Lidai sanbao ji 11, T no. 2034: 49. 95b20–c6.
36 Kaiyuan shijiao lu開元釋教錄 (Record of Śakyamuni’s Teachings Compiled During the Kaiyuan period) 6, T no. 2154: 55. 536a7–9.
37 Sifen lü xingshichao zi chi ji 4, T no. 1805: 40. 170b4. It is interesting to note Yuanzhao’s contradiction in interpreting the vinaya

canon compiled/composed in the First Council. Here, he claimed that the original Indic text of Shanjianlü piposha was composed
by five hundred arhats in the First Council. However, according to the Zhiyuan yibian, as shown in the abovementioned passages,
he stated that the fundamental vinayapit.aka compiled and recited by Upāli is the present Mohe sengqi lü ascribed to a Root Section,
which the later Dharmaguptaka-vinaya was derived from. The contradiction here is obvious: because Yuanzhao classified the
Shanjianlü piposha as a Dharmaguptaka-vinaya commentary made in the First Council, how could the date of a vinaya commentary
be much earlier than the vinaya texts it comments on?

38 Sifen lü xingshichao jianzheng ji 4, X no. 737: 43. 57b10–11.
39 For a full discussion on this, see (Wu 2018a).
40 In the verses at the beginning of the Sifen lü, it is said: Upāli is the beginner, with other witnesses and participants [in the First

Council]. Now the outline of rules should be told, listened by all saints. 優波離爲首，及餘身證者；今説戒要義，諸賢咸共
聽。See Sifen lü 1,T no.1428: 22. 567b28–c1.

41 Zhiyuan yibian 3, X no. 1104: 59. 647b1–7.
42 Zhiyuan yibian 3, X no. 1104: 59. 647b7–10.
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